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1. Introduction and statement of the results.
In this paper we shall present a construction of complete surfaces M in M3
with finitely many ends and finite topology, and with nonzero constant mean
curvature (CMC). This construction is parallel to the well-known original
construction by Kapouleas [5], but we feel that ours is somewhat simpler
analytically, and controls the resulting geometry more closely. On the other
hand, the surfaces we construct have a rather different, and usually simpler, geometry than those of Kapouleas; in particular, all of the surfaces
constructed here are noncompact, so we do not obtain any of his immersed
compact examples. The method we use here closely parallels the one we
developed recently [10] to study the very closely related problem of constructing Yamabe metrics on the sphere with k isolated singular points,
just as Kapouleas' construction parallels the earlier construction of singular
Yamabe metrics by Schoen [18].
The original examples of noncompact CMC surfaces were those in the
one-parameter family of rotationally invariant surfaces discovered by Delaunay in 1841 [2]. One extreme element of this family is the cylinder; the
'Delaunay surfaces' are periodic, and the embedded members of this family
(which are called unduloids) interpolate between the cylinder and an infinite string of spheres arranged along a common axis. The family continues
beyond this, but the elements now are immersed (and are called nodoids).
The role of Delaunay surfaces in the theory of complete CMC surfaces
is analogous to the role of catenoids (and planes) in the study of complete
minimal surfaces of finite total curvature. For example, just as any complete
minimal surface with two ends must be a catenoid [19], it was proved by
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Meeks [14] and Korevaar, Kusner and Solomon [8] that any Alexandrov embedded constant mean curvature surface with at most two ends is necessarily
a Delaunay surface. A rather more remarkable theorem, paralleling the fact
that any end of a complete minimal surface of finite total curvature must be
asymptotic to a catenoid or a plane, is the fact that any embedded end of
a CMC surface must be asymptotic to one of these rotationally symmetric
Delaunay surfaces (and in particular, must be cylindrically bounded).
The fact that such CMC surfaces exist in abundance was proved, as noted
above, by Kapouleas [5] in 1987. Further developments were given in [7].
More recently, using different methods based on the Schwarz reflection principle, Grosse-Brauckmann has constructed families of CMC surfaces with k
ends and with fc-fold dihedral symmetry [3].
We shall denote by Mg^ the moduli space of CMC surfaces with genus
g and k ends of Delaunay type. This space decomposes as

Mg,k = MlkL>MlkuM^k,
where M™ k is the set of those surfaces all of whose ends are asympotic to
embedded Delaunay surfaces (unduloids), A4JJ is the set of those surfaces
all of whose ends are asympotic to immersed Delaunay surfaces (nodoids)
and M™ is the set of those surfaces having ends of both types.
The general analysis of the moduli space of Alexandrov embedded CMC
surfaces was considered by the first author, Kusner and Pollack [9] (essentially merely translating the analogous results in [13] for the singular
Yamabe problem). The results there easily translate to the slightly more
general moduli space Mg^k (the elements of which are not required to be
Alexandrov embedded, but simply have Delaunay ends) without any difficulty. The basic result is that Mg^ is a locally real analytic variety of virtual
dimension 3k (before dividing out by the action of the group of Euclidean
motions). This virtual dimension is attained at any point S G Mg^ where
a certain analytic nondegeneracy criterion is satisfied. This condition will
be explained in some detail below. It seems very difficult to decide whether
any of the surfaces constructed by Kapouleas satisfy this nondegeneracy criterion. This was one motivation for the present work, because the solutions
we construct do satisfy it.
Recently, Kusner, Grosse-Brauckmann and Sullivan have shown that
modulo Euclidean motions, .Mo,3 is a 3-ball [4]; it is plausible from their
work that this particular moduli space contains no degenerate elements.
It is a consequence of the present work and our more recent paper [11]
concerning connected sums of nondegenerate CMC surfaces that many more
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of these CMC moduli spaces contain nondegenerate elements and thus attain
their correct dimension.
We now state our main result in more detail. This result is simply that
CMC surfaces may be constructed out of certain building blocks in a specified and controlled manner. There are only two types of building blocks:
Delaunay surfaces (or more precisely, halves of Delaunay surfaces) and minimal fc-noids. The former we have already encountered; on the other hand,
a minimal fc-noid is by definition a complete minimal surface S of finite
total curvature with k ends. Denote the moduli space of minimal fc-noids of
genus g by Hg7k- This space (or rather, a very closely associated one) has
been studied by Perez and Ros [17], and they prove the result corresponding
to that of [9] that this space is real analytic of virtual dimension 3fc. Elements of these spaces have been shown to exist by the classical Weierstrass
method, and more recently elements have been constructed for g very large
by Kapouleas by a desingularization scheme [6] and a connected sum result,
analogous to that in [11], has been obtained by S. D. Yang [21]. Again
there is a notion of nondegeneracy of such surfaces, and a surface E is a
smooth point in its corresponding moduli space precisely when it satisfies
this nondegeneracy condition. Using the Weierstrass representation it is
possible to establish the existence of nondegenerate minimal fc-noids. For
example, recently Cosin and Ros [1] have proved the existence of nondegenerate minimal fc-noids of genus 0 with specified weight parameters (in the
sense described later here) for every fc. Later in this paper, in §8.3, we survey what is currently known about the existence of nondegenerate fc-noids.
Finally, as noted earlier, any end of an element E G Tig^ is asymptotic to
the end of a plane or a catenoid. Again, we decompose
n

9,k - rlg,k

U

rigjz

U

H-gfr

where W* fc is the set of surfaces all of whose ends are asymptotic to catenoids
all with the same orientation, 7Y"\ is the set of surfaces whose ends are
asymptotic to catenoids with different orientations and VP k is the set of
surfaces having at least one planar end.
We may now state the main result of this paper.
Theorem 1. Fix any EQ 6 Hs k U W£\ and assume that EQ is nondegenerate. Then there exist two distinct families of CMC surfaces E^", E^ € Mg^k,
e E (0, So); constructed by gluing half-Delaunay surfaces onto each end of
the dilated surface SEQ.
The surfaces T,f have the property that for any R > 0, the dilated surfaces s^Ttf restricted to the ball BR(0) converge in the C00 topology to the
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restriction O/EQ to BR(0), as £ tends to 0. Furthermore, i/So ^^tk then
£+ € M^k and S7 G M^k, while i/Eo € H™k then E^ e M™k. Finally,
Tif are regular points of Aig^The two distinct families of CMC surfaces in Mg^ associated to each Eo
correspond to gluing half-Delaunay surfaces (which may be either unduloids
or nodoids) onto each end of the dilated surface SEQ according to the chosen
orientation for EQ. If all ends of EQ are asymptotic to similarly oriented
catenoids, then we attach either all unduloids or all nodoids, whereas if the
ends of EQ are asymptotic to differently oriented catenoids, and if we attach
unduloids to the subset of ends which correspond to one orientation, then
we must attach nodoids to the other ends, which correspond to the other
orientation.
Our proof has some novel features. Rather than finding solutions as perturbations off of degenerating families of approximate solutions, as has been
common in such constructions, we instead find (infinite dimensional) families of CMC surfaces as normal graphs over each of the component pieces,
the half-Delaunay surfaces and a truncated fc-noid. By studying the Cauchy
data of the functions producing these normal graphs, and prove that we may
match the Cauchy data from the inner piece (the graph over the fc-noid) with
that from the ends, thus one advantage of this procedure is that more of
the technical complications caused by the nonlinearities are avoided than
would be otherwise. Another important issue is that in previous constructions ([5], [7], [21]) one must face the delicate issue of balancing forces, or
creating small nonvanishing forces in the approximate configurations. We do
not need to deal with this issue here because we implicitly use the balancing
of forces already existing in the minimal fc-noids.
This paper achieves two main geometric goals. The first is that we establish a specific method for passing from minimal fc-noids to complete CMC
surfaces with k ends. In fact, we get an embedding of (the nondegenerate
elements in) (W*^ U H™^) x (0,6) into Mgtf this parametrizes an end of
this latter moduli space. Furthermore, combining the result here with the
connected sum construction of [11], we also establish the existence of nondegenerate elements in Mg^ for many values of g and k. We shall return
to this latter problem, and a study of various other aspects of these moduli
spaces, in a forthcoming paper.
The plan of this paper is as follows. We first discuss the Delaunay
surfaces in some detail, collecting and proving various technical properties
concerning them that we require later, specifically those concerned with their
behavior in the singular limit, as they approach the bead of spheres. This
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is followed by the analysis of the Jacobi (i.e. linearized CMC) operator,
especially in this singular limit, for the half-Delaunay surfaces. We then
use this to discuss the full family of CMC surfaces in a neighborhood of
these rotationally invariant surfaces, as usual, keeping careful track of the
behavior in the limit. Next, we turn to a discussion of minimal surfaces
with k catenoidal ends, i.e. the fc-noids, briefly reviewing their geometry
and then treating the relevant aspects of the linear analysis of their Jacobi
operator. After that, we can approach the family of CMC surfaces obtained
as normal graphs over suitable truncations of these fc-noids. At last, we can
put all of this together and prove that it is possible to match the Cauchy
data, and so obtain the proof of the main theorem.
Acknowledgment. This paper was written when the second author was
visiting Stanford University. He would like to take this opportunity to thank
the American Institute of Mathematics (AIM) and Stanford's Mathematics
Department for their support and hospitality.
The authors would also like to thank K. Grosse-Brauckmann and R.
Kusner for pointing out that our construction should be extended to cover
immersed as well as embedded ends.
2. Notation, conventions and definitions.
We recall some basic facts about the geometry of immersed surfaces, and
review various ways the equations for constant mean curvature may be specified. Some good references for this material are the book by Osserman [16]
and the survey article by Wente [20].
Suppose that S is given as the image of a regular immersion x : U —> R3.
Here U is an open set in R2 with coordinates u = (tii, 1x2). The unit normal
to E is defined to be
1/{UI,U2) =

iiduixxd„2xir

and the components of the first and second fundamental forms g and B are
then
(2 1)

E =

^UlX'duiX^ F = ^ulX'(9u2X^ G = ^U2X' ^^
L=(d2uiuix,v), M=(d2UlU2x,v), N=(dl2U2K,u}.

The principal curvatures fci and £2 are the eigenvalues of B relative to
g. The mean curvature is defined to be the sum (not the average) of the
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principal curvatures, H := ^1 + ^2, and the Gauss curvature is their product,
K := kik2We shall almost always be using orthogonal parameterizations (that is
to say, parameterizations for which F = 0), in which case the formulae for
H and K reduce to:
„ L+N
Hz=~E~'

„
K=

LN-M2
E*
'

The important equations of surface theory are the Gauss and Codazzi
equations, which link the intrinsic and extrinsic geometry of E. Rather
than write these down in general, we consider the special case where the
parameterization is isothermal, so that E = G := e2u; and F = 0. Let
u = ui + iu2 be the corresponding complex coordinate, and define the Hopf
differential
(2.2)

<l>(u) du2 = (hi - N) - iM) du2.

The principal curvatures are then given by

*i = f-He-*",

fc2 = | + He-2-.

If E is CMC, so H is constant, then the Codazzi equations are equivalent
to the holomorphy of this differential. The Gauss equation is simply

(2.3)

Aa;

+ X ^ - H2 e~2uJ =

a

3. Delaunay surfaces.
We now make a detailed study of the first of the basic building blocks we use
later, the Delaunay surfaces of revolution. As already mentionned in the introduction, Delaunay surfaces can be classified into two different types : the
embedded Delaunay surfaces which are called unduloids and the immersed
Delaunay surfaces which are called nodoids.
3.1. Definition and basic equations.
The Delaunay surfaces mentioned in the introduction are surfaces of revolution, and so we use cylindrical coordinates. In particular, if the axis of
rotation is the vertical one, and if t is a linear coordinate along this axis and
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6 is the angular variable around it, then we consider surfaces S given (at
least locally) by the parametrization
(3.1)

x(t,0) := (p(t)cos0,p(t)sm0,t).

The condition that such a surface has constant mean curvature 1 (or —1
depending on the chosen orientation) gives an ordinary differential equation
for the function /?, and solutions of this equation correspond to the Delaunay
surfaces.
To obtain this ODE, first note that the unit normal of S at x(t, 6) is
i/(t,0) :=

(-cos0,-sin0,pt),
V1 + Pt

where subscripts denote derivatives, and then that the metric tensor and
second fundamental form are given by

(3.2)

5

= (i + pt2)dt2 + p2^2,

B = --1pL=dt* + -7=L==de\
V1 + Pt

V1 + Pt

It follows that the mean curvature is given by the expression
(3.3)

H = -pu (1 + p2)-3/2 + p"1 (1 + pi)-1'2,

and so the condition H = 1 leads to the equation

(3-4)

pu-^l + pb + il + pff/^O,

while the condition H = — 1 yields
(3.5)

^_I(l
P

+ /92)_(1 + p2)3/2 = 0

There are two special solutions of (3.4) that can be determined immediately. The first is the constant solution pi = 1, the cylindrical graph of which
is the cylinder of radius 1. The other, po = y/A — (t — 2)2, for \t — 2| < 2,
corresponds to the sphere of radius 2 centered at (0,0,2). The singular limit
of the Delaunay surfaces mentioned in the introduction corresponds to the
periodic extension of po to all of E.
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3.1.1. Embedded Delaunay surfaces : the unduloids. For all e G
(0,1), we define p£ to be the solution of (3.4) which attains its minimum
value ^^(O) = e at t = 0. By differentiating, we see that if p is a solution of
(3.4) then
W(A>,#)

2

:=P -

2p

V'TTTT

is constant. In particular, W^, (A?)*) = e {e — 2) < 0. Introduce the new
parameter r > 0 by r2 := e (2 — e), so that e = 1 — \/l — T2 and r G (0,1)
as well. We then deduce immediately the
Proposition 1. For all s E (0,1), the solution pe of (&A) with Pe(0) = s,
(p£)t(0) = 0 is periodic and varies between the limits
e = l- Vl-r2 <Ps<l + A/1-T2 = 2-s.
In particular, p£ < 2 for all s.
These solutions constitute the (embedded) Delaunay family; the surfaces
determined by them, as well as their images under Euclidean motions, are
Delaunay surfaces called unduloids.
To simplify notation, we often drop the subscript s (which should not
be confused with the standard partial derivative notation). We also introduce a new parameterization, changing both the independent and dependent
variables, which simplifies the study of the p£. A change of independent variable corresponds to the introduction of a function t = &(s), which should
be a diffeomorphism of R onto itself. The function k is chosen so that the
corresponding parameterization
(s,0) —► (pok cos9,po k sin0, fc),
is isothermal. This corresponds to the condition
(3.6)

(l + p2)fc2

=

p2.

With the initial condition A:(0) = 0 and noting that ks > 0, then p uniquely
determines fc. Also, ks ^ 0 (so long as p ^ 0, which is always the case here),
and so using the periodicity of p we see that k must be a diffeomorphism.
Now, use the parameter r G (0,1) from above and define the function a by
(3.7)

re* = pok.
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A brief calculation shows that

(3.8)

1 + pi =

^,

and

pu =

In terms of the new variable 5 and function cr, the first and second fundamental forms are now
(3.9) g = r2e2° {ds2 + dd2) ,

B=- '
"" ds2 + r^^T-^dd2,
yJ\-<J2

and (3.4) becomes
(Tss + re<7v/l-^-(l-^2) = 0.

(3.10)

We can now see that this parameterization is indeed simpler.
Proposition 2. The function a defined by (3.7) satisfies the equation
T2

(3.11)

ass + — sinh(2a) = 0,

and in fact
cr^ + r2 cosh2 cr = l.

(3.12)

Conversely, for any T 6 (0,1), suppose a satisfies (3.12) (and hence also
(3.11)) with T2 cosh2 cr(0) = 1, and that t = k(s), where k(0) = 0 and
^^(l + e2'),

(3.13)

then, the function p defined by pok = re* satisfies (3 A) and p(0) = e where
T2

Proof. By definition of r, we have
2

^(P, Pt) = P -

2

P

,V ! + Pt

=

_r2

Since pok = Tea and, by (3.8), 1 + pf = (1 - of)"1, this equality becomes

which yields directly (3.12), and hence (3.11), by differentiation.
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The converse, that starting from a and r, then defining t = k(s) as in
the statement of the Proposition, the corresponding function p satisfies (3.4)
is a straightforward calculation which we leave to the reader. Notice that
the Gauss and Codazzi equations are automatically fulfilled.
□

Remark 1. Translating back to the notation of §2, the log of the conformal
factor u and the norm of the coefficient function of the Hopf differential are
given by
u; = cr + logT

and

r2

101 = —,

c.f. (2.2) and (2.3).
Henceforth, the functions p, a and k will always be related in the manner
dictated by this Proposition; furthermore, the dependence on the parameters e and r will not always be written explicitly, but we shall use them
interchangeably. We shall call either of these parameters the necksize of the
corresponding Delaunay solution.
3.1.2. Immersed Delaunay surfaces : the nodoids. For all e > 0, we
now define p£ to be the solution of (3.5) which attains its minimum value
/9e(0) = e at t = 0. By differentiating, we see that if p is a solution of (3.5)
then

H(p,pt):=p2+

2P

is constant. In particular, W(/9e, (pe)t) = £(£ + 2) > 0. Introduce the new
parameter r > 0 by r2 := e (2 + s), so that e = y/1 + r2 — 1 and r > 0 as
well. We then deduce immediately the
Proposition 3. The solution p£ of (3.5) with Pe(0) = £, (pe)t(0) = 0 is
defined in some interval (—T£,T£), with 0 < T£ < +oo; and varies between
the limits
Vl + r2 -l<p£<r= Vs2 + 2s.
Moreover
lim_ p£ = r,

:->±Te

and

lim_ (p£)t = ±oo.

t^±Te
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As for unduloids, we introduce an isothermal parameterization
(8,0) —► (re* cos6,re* sm0,fc),
of these surfaces. Proposition 2 becomes
Proposition 4. The function a is negative and satisfies the equation
(3.14)

r2
ass + — sinh(2a) = 0,

and in fact
(3.15)

crs2 + T2sinh2cr = l.

Conversely, for any T > 0, if a is negative and satisfies (3.15) (and hence
also (3.14)) with r2sinh2or(0) = 1; and ift = k(s), where k(0) = 0 and
(3.16)

ks = ^-(l-e2%

then the function p which is defined by pok = r e0" satisfies (3.5) and p(0) = e
where e = y/1 + r2 — 1.

Proof We write pok = re*. Notice that (3.8) is still available. The fact
that Hip, pt) is constant equal to r2 yields

2re*v/r^2 + T2e2* = T2,
which gives (3.15), and hence (3.14) by differentiation.

□

Finally, for all e > 0, we define p£ to be the solution of (3.4) which
attains its maximum value Ps(0) = 2 + s at t = 0. Again, if p is a solution
of (3.4), we know that

n(p,pt):=p2-

x/TT pi

is constant. In particular, W(/5e, (p£)t) = e {e + 2) — r2 > 0. We then deduce
immediately the
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Proposition 5. For all e > 0, the solution p£ of (SA) with pe(0) = 2 + e,
(p£)t(0) = 0 is defined in some interval (—T£,T£), with 0 < T£ < +oo; and
varies between the limits
y/e{e + 2) = r < p£ < 1 + y/l + r2 = 2 + e.
Moreover
lim pg: = r,

and

lim (/5e)t = Too.

Again, we introduce an isothermal parameterization
{s,6) —► (re^ cos6,Tea sin6>7fc),
We have
Proposition 6. The function a is positive and satisfies the equation
(3.17)

ass

r2
+ — sinh(2a) = 0,

and in fact
(3.18)

a* + r2 sinh2a = l.

Conversely, for any r > 0; if a is positive and satisfies (3.18) (and hence
also (3.17)) with r2sinh2a(0) = 1; and ift = k(s), where fc(0) = 0 and
(3.19)

fcs =

T

2

T(l-e^),

then, the function p defined by p o k = r eG satisfies (3 A) and p(0) = 2 + 5
where e — \Jl + r2 — 1.
Proof. We write pok = Te°. The fact that H{p, pt) is constant equal to r2
yields
2r6-V/r^2-r2e2- = -r2,
and again this gives (3.15), and hence (3.14).

□

The two solutions p£ and p£ can be glued together by translating the
graph of p£ along the z axis by the amount T£ - f£ and then this surface can
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be extended by periodicity. Notice that the fact that one surface has mean
curvature 1 and the other —1 is consistent with the different orientations
chosen for the gluing. These solutions constitute the (immersed) Delaunay
family; the surfaces determined by them, as well as their images under
Euclidean motions, are Delaunay surfaces which are called nodoids.
Notice that for the corresponding isothermal parameterizations of the
two pieces of the nodoid, the two functions a and a are solutions of the
same equation. Therefore, we shall refer to both of them as a and fc, so
that the parameterization is now global, keeping in mind that positive a
corresponds to p.
3.2. Uniform estimates for Delaunay solutions
in the singular limit.
In this section we present a series of technical lemmata regarding the behavior of various quantities associated to the Delaunay solutions as e (or r)
tends to zero. Some of the estimates below are easier to obtain for pox p and
some for a or a, and we shall use these functions interchangeably. We first
estimate the period of cr; the corresponding estimate for p is not required
later so we merely state it and refer to [5] for its proof. Then we obtain
some simple 'global' estimates for />, which are rather weak, but frequently
useful, as well as a corresponding simple estimate for cr. Finer estimates
for p when t is not too large then lead to a good comparison between the
variables s and t.
3.2.1. Unduloids in the singular limit. In this section, we shall only
consider unduloids and we shall do so without further comment. We start
with the simple

Proposition 7. Let S£ and T£ denote the periods of a and p, respectively.
Then as functions of r and e,
S£ = -41ogr + O(l) = -2 logs + O(l),
and
log(l/r) + 0(r2) =A + 2e log(l/e) + 0(e).

2

T€ = A + T
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Proof. As stated above, we only check the statement about S£. First, using
(3.12), we see that

¥*=L

<T(O)

v 1 — T2 cosh2 X

dx.

Expand the denominator into exponentials and change variables, setting
u = ex. Then, letting

AM
A{T) :=
:= eew-e»
^ =
= I-^L-i = l+o( A
this becomes

1.e . [l
4

4 '

■.du.

^W ^«2 _ 1T2(U2
JA(I

+

2)2

Changing variables once again, reduces this to an integral of the form
rl-0(r2)
/r/2

:dv.

1/v2 - r2/4

Finally, this last integral may be computed explicitly, and equals — log r +
O(l). The estimate for S£ in terms of e follows from the relationship between
s and r.
□
To place the next result into context, note that one limiting solution
of the basic equation (3.4) is po := \/4 - (t - 2)2, the equation for the
sphere. Also, the catenoid of necksize s (which is a solution of the equation
corresponding to (3.3) when H = 0) is given as a cylindrical graph by the
function pc := ecosh(t/e). The function p may be compared to each of these
solutions.
Proposition 8. For any e G (0,1), the Delaunay solution p := p£ satisfies
the following bounds
(3.20)

e < p < £ cosh(t/e),
2

(3.21)

,2 ^
^P
1 + Pt
^-o

(3.22)

p2(l + pt) <4

£

for any t € R.

(comparison with the equation of a catenoid),
(comparison with the equation of a sphere),
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Proof. It is clear from (3.12) that a is monotone increasing on [0,5e/2]
and monotone decreasing on [Se/2^Se\. Correspondingly, p is monotone
increasing on [0,Te/2] and monotone decreasing on [Te/2,Te]. In particular,
its value at 0 is its absolute minimum, so the lower bound in (3.20) is valid.
Now multiply (3.4) by 2/^(1 + pi)'1 and integrate to get

1'"^

(3.23)

log(l + pi) = 2 Iog(p/e) - 2 J Pty/l + pf du.

Since pt > 0 for t € [0,Te/2], we get (3.21). Next, because p > £, we may
write p = e cosh^/s). Inserting this into (3.21) leads to the inequality
tu? < 1. Since w(0) = 0, we conclude that w < t for all £ e [0,Te/2] and the
second part of (3.20) follows by periodicity.
Since the final estimate (3.22) is not required later, we shall not prove it
here.
□
Now we come to the more refined estimates for p.
Proposition 9. There exists c > 0 such that, for any e 6 (0,1) and \t\ <
£

C

A

S

— log(-); the Delaunay solution p = p£ satisfies
\p -ecosh(t/e)\ < ce2 e3^e

\pt - srah(i/e)| < cee3Ws.

and

Proof. Using the fact that r2 = 2e — e2, we can rewrite the identity
p2

_

2

f>

=

_r2

as
1

+pt = {^Tf) j-

Since p > s we already obtain
OMlja

P2_2r2 + 62 + p2p2

2

2

Using (3.20), we can estimate

2T

^+Pt/ i ± ^cosh2(</£) ^ icosh2(i/£)-
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Hence
0 > 1 + P2t - ^ > - (e2 - p2) cosh2(t/s).
Set p = e Qos)i(w/e). The previous inequalities yield
0 > w^ - 1 > -2£ cosh2(V^).
Hence, we have finally proved that, for all t e [0, — e log(2£)/2]
(1 - 2£cosh2(*/0)1/2 < wt < 1.

(3.24)

Now integrate this inequality, using that (1 — x)1/2 > 1 — x when 0 < x < 1
and cosh2 x < e2lxl for all x E M, to get
-e2 e2t/£ < -2e2 I

cosh2 s ds < w - t < 0.

We conclude that for t 6 [0, — e/2 log(2s)], we have
ecos\i{t/£ -ee2t/£) < p < scosh(t/s).
The estimate for p follows at once. To get the estimate for pt, use (3.24)
and the relationship pt = wt sinh^/s).
□
We can finally give a quantitative estimate for the relationship between
the variables t and 5, or equivalently, for the function k.
Proposition 10. For \s\ < S£/8, the function t = k(s) admits the expansion
e2
k = es + —e2s + O(£2log0,
o

uniformly as e —> 0.
Proof. It suffices to consider the case t = k(s) > 0. The estimate for p from
the last Proposition implies
(p o k)2 = ±e2e2k/e + 0(e2) + 0(£3e4fc/e) + 0(£4e6fc/£).
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The errors here are all of size no greater than 0(£2) precisely when |A;| <
-£/4 logs (up to an additive constant). Assuming that SQ > 0 is chosen so
that this bound is satisfied, then by the definition of r and cr,
4
Now recall the definition of k via its derivative from Proposition 2,

Since k < (e/4)log(l/e), we obtain e2k/£ < s"1/2, and so ks = e + 0(£3/2)
in this range. Integrate to get k = ss + 0(£3/2s) for 0 < 5 < SQ. Prom this
equation, we see that k < (s/4) log(l/£:) provided 5 < Se/S, so that we may
take so to be this last value. Now use this formula for k in terms of s in the
estimate for ks above to get that
ks = e+e-e2s + 0(e2),
O

for 0 < s < Se/8. Integrating this, at last, gives the estimate of the Proposition.
□
Collecting the results of Proposition 9 and the result of Proposition 10,
we obtain :
Proposition 11. There exists a constant c > 0 independent of £ such that
the following inequalities hold
Tea> ce3/4,

r2 cosh(2<7) < cs1/2,

if

se [S£/8,35e/8],

and
r2 cosh(2cr) <c£2e2s,

if

se [35e/8,5^/2].

Proof Recall that S£ = —2logs+ 0(1). It follows from Proposition 10 that
k = ss + 0(e3/2)

if

se [0,S£/S\.

Therefore, using Proposition 9, we obtain the expansion
(3.25)
r ea = £ cosh s + 0(sz'2es)

and

re"* = —4— + 0(el'2e-s),
cosh 5
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if s G [0, S£/8]. Since a is increasing in [0,5£/2], we conclude that
re->re^/8)>c£3/4,
for all s e [S£/81S£/2]. Similarly, since |cr| is decreasing in [0,5e/4] and
increasing in [5^/4,5^/2], we get
r2 cosh(2a) < r2 cosh(2a(^/8)) < ce1/2,
for all 5 G [Se/S^SSg/S], Finally, since we always have

a(s) = -a(S£/2-s),
it follows at once that, for all 5 G [S£/2 — S£/8, S6/2], we have
r2 cosh(2c7(s)) = r2 cosh(2cr(5e/2 - 5)) < ce2s-5e < cs2e2s.
□

This ends the proof of the Proposition.
We finally come to some simple estimates for a. The first is that
(3.26)

r2 cosh(2<7) < 2 - r2.

This follows trivially from multiplying cosh(2cr) = 2 cosh2 a — 1 by r2 and
applying (3.12).
Next, define £ := r cosher. This function is periodic of period 5^/2,
attains its maximum value sup £ = 1 at s = 0, and its minimum inf £ = r at
s = S£/4:. In addition, it is a solution of the equation
(3.27)

2

3

&S = (1 + T )£-2£ ,

which satisfies

(3.28)

es = (e-r2)(i-e).

Proposition 12. Suppose that S£ is any sequence of real numbers, and that
T£ —» 0. Let at denote the function a when r = T£; we define ^e(s) =
T£ cosha£(s + S£) and &(s) = r2 cosh(2cr^(s■+ si)). Then there exists an
so G R and subsequences of the & and & which either converge uniformly
to 0 or else converge respectively to l/cosh(s + so) and 2/cosh (5 + so),
uniformly on compact sets in R.
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Proof. Since ^ = (£2 - r2)(l - £2), and |£| < 1, we see that ^ is bounded in
C^M). Using (3.27) we see that ^ is bounded in C2(M). This allows us to
extract a subsequence which converges uniformly on compact subsets of R
to a solution of

which satisfies

For &, the claim follows since the only solutions of these equations are £ = 0
or £ = 1/ cosh(s + SQ) for some SQ G M. Finally, for ^, it is sufficient to
notice that

□

and the claim follows.
Because £ attains its supremum at 5 = 0 we next conclude that

Corollary 1. As s —> 0 the families of functions r cosher and r2 cosh(2cr)
converge to 1/ cosh s and 2/ cosh2 s, respectively, uniformly on compact sets.
In fact, we may improve the range on which the convergence in this last
Corollary takes place.
Corollary 2. As e —► 0,
r cosha = l/ cosh 5 + 0(£1/2),

r2 cosh(2cj) = 2/ cosh2 s + 0(£1/2),

uniformly for \s\ < S£/8.
Proof Note that £ = ks/p o fc. The estimates here follow from inserting the
estimates for k and p from Propositions 9 and 10 above.
□
Finally, since £ is decreasing on [0,5^/4] and increasing on [5^/4, S£/2],
we obtain using the previous Corollary, the
Proposition 13. For all rj > 0, there exists an SQ G (0,1) and an SQ > 0
such that whenever e G (0, SQ) and N Se/2 + 5o < 5 < (iV + 1) S£/2 — so for
some N G Z; then
£ = r cosh cr < 77

and

£ = r2 cosh(2cr) < 77.
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3.2.2. Nodoids in the singular limit. In this section, we derive for
nodoids all the results which have been obtained for unduloids. Therefore,
we shall only consider nodoids and we shall do so without further comment,
focusing our attention on the results whose proofs need modifications. We
start with the simple
Proposition 14. Let S£ denote the periods of a = a£. Then, as functions
of r and e,
Se = -41ogr + O(l) = -21og£ + O(l).

Proof. The proof is identical to the proof of Proposition 7 once we have
noticed that
1Z*0
1
S
=
/
-====
dx.
A
£
4
Ja(o) V1 - T2 sinh2 x
□

We omit the details.
Now we come to the more refined estimates for p.

Proposition 15. There exists c > 0 such that, for any e > 0 and \t\ <
E

C

- log(-); the Delaunay solution p = pe satisfies
\p-e cosh(t/e)| < ce2 e3^

and

\pt - sinh(t/e)| < cse™6.

Proof. Using the fact that r2 = 2 s + s2, we can rewrite the identity

as
/r2_£2x2_2

Since p > e we already obtain
o

p2

0<l + pf-^=

2r2 - e2 - p2 p2 , 2o £2oN
2r2
p2 . 2 £22,
(r2_-2/ ^^ - )^pT^)2&^- )-
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Let us choose Tm G (0, T£) to be the supremum of all T > 0 such that, for
allte [0,T]
p <2e cosYi{t/e)

and

p < T/A/2.

For all t G [0, rm] we can thus estimate
o2
8
0 < 1 + p? - ^ < -o (^ "

e2

) cosh2(V^).

Set p = e co§h.(w/e) in the previous inequalities, we obtain
e2
0 < tu? - 1 < 8 T
o cosh2(t/£) < 4s cosh2(£/£).
26: + e^
We have finally proved that, for all t G [0, Tm]
1 < ^ < (1 + 4£ cosh^t/e))1/2,

(3.29)

Now integrate this inequality, using that (1 + rr)1/2 < 1 + a;/2 when 0 < x
and cosh2 x < e2lxl for all x G R, to get
pt/e
0<w£-t<2£2 /
cosh2 5 ds < e2 e2t/£.
Jo
We conclude that for 0 < t < Tm, we have
£ cosh(t/£) <p<£ cosh(t/£ + £e2t/e).
In particular we obtain that Tm > -\og(c/£) for some constant c > 0
independent of £ > 0 and the estimate for p follows at once.
□
Here also we can give a quantitative estimate for the relationship between
the variables t and s, or equivalently, for the function k.
Proposition 16. For \s\ < S£/8, the function t = k(s) admits the expansion
k = £s- —e2s + 0(£2 loge),
8
uniformly as £ —> 0.
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Proof. The proof is identical to the proof of Proposition 10, the only difference being that we must replace
2

T

ks =

r2

.L + :Le2-

2
2
We leave the details to the reader.

r2

r2 „

2

2

ks=T--T-e2*.

by

□

Proposition 11 is left unchanged and reads
Proposition 17. There exists a constant c > 0 independent of e such that
the following inequalities hold
re* > cs3/4,

r2 cosh(2a) < cs1/2,

if

s E [5e/8,35e/8],

and
r2 cosh(2a) < cs2 e2s,

t/

5 € [35e/8,5^/2].

We finally come to some simple estimates for a. The first is that
2

(3.30)

T

cosh(2a) < 2 + r2,

This follows trivially from multiplying cosh(2a-) = 1 + cosh2 a by r2 and
applying (3.15).
Next, define f := r cosh a. This function is periodic of period 5^/2,
attains its maximum value sup^ = y/1 + r2 at 5 = 0, and its minimum
inf ^ = r at s = Se/A. In addition, it is a solution of the equation
2

(3.31)

3

&S = (1 + 2T )£-2£ ,

which satisfies

(3.32)

^ = (^-r2)(l + r2-a-

The results of Proposition 12 and 13 as well as the results of Corollary 1
and 2 still hold for nodoids.
4. The Jacobi operator on degenerating unduloids.
In this section we first give an explicit expression for the linearization of the
mean curvature operator about any one of the unduloids, and then proceed
to develop its Predholm theory on weighted Holder spaces. This theory was
already developed for weighted Sobolev spaces in [9], and the results are
essentially identical. In particular, we need to find spaces on which this
Jacobi operator is surjective. As usual, we also need this surjectivity with
as good control as possible as the necksize shrinks. The results and proofs
here are very close to those in [10].
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4.1. The Jacobi operator.
Recall from the last section the cylindrical parameterization xe for the Delaunay surface Ee of necksize e, and the corresponding expression for its unit
normal u£. Given any function w on Ee, its normal graph
xw = x£ + wu
(4.1)

//

w

\

Q

{

w

\ .

n±

w

\

gives a regular parametrization of a surface E^, provided w is sufficiently
small. In terms of the coefficients of the first and second fundamental forms
of this surface, the nonlinear operator we are interested in takes the form
fAn\
(42)

A/Y

\

M{W)

1
= 2

LWGW — 2MWFW + NWEW
2(EwGw-n)
•

It is well known that the linearization C£ of J\f at w = 0, which is usually
called the Jacobi operator for Ee, is given by
££ = AS£ + |^EJ2.

(4.3)

In terms of the parameterization above, this may be written as
(A A)

1

r

a

(

P

a\ i V i P2Pu + (l + P2t)2

This looks complicated, but fortunately, becomes simpler in the (s, 9) coordinate system introduced above. Now
(4-5)

^ = ^(^ + ^ +

T2

coSh(2<7)).

Removing the factor (r2e2<7)-1, it will be sufficient to study the operator
Lew = d2sa + dj9 + r2 cosh(2c7).

(4.6)

Our main goal now is to study the boundary problem
(4-7)

( Lew =
\

f

w =
= (j>(
W)

in

[so,+00) x Sl

on

MxS1,
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uniformly down to e = 0. Because of the rotational invariance of the operator L£, we may introduce the eigenfunction decomposition with respect to
the cross-sectional Laplacian d^. In this way, we obtain operators
Lej = d2ss + (r2 cosh2a - j2),

j G Z.

Since we wish to deal only with real-valued functions, we shall use the eigenfunctions Xj(0) = (Vv^) cos(j0) for j > 0, Xj(0) = (Vv^r) sm(j0) for
j < 0, and xo(0) = l/y/2n. It will frequently be useful to separate out the
operators corresponding to the indices j = —1,0,1 from the rest, and we
shall often use the notation 14 to refer to the projection of the operator acting on these three components, and L" to refer to the operator acting on all
the others together. This division is natural because, by (3.26), the term of
order zero in L£j is strictly negative when |j| > 1, and so the estimates for
L" follow easily from the maximum principle, but this is false when \j\ < 1
and r is small.
4.2. Jacobi fields.
A deeper reason for the separation into low and high eigencomponents in
the Jacobi operator becomes apparent when one examines the Jacobi fields,
i.e. the solutions of L£(j> = 0. Any such function may be expanded into
its eigenseries, <f> = ]C0i(5)Xj(0)> and then each <j>j solves L£j(/>j = 0.
It turns out that the solutions for this problem when j = 0, ±1 may be
determined explicitly in terms of the functions p or a; in fact, these Jacobi
fields correspond to quite explicit one-parameter famiUes of CMC surfaces
of which Ee is an element. To exhibit these, first note that any smooth
one-parameter family T,(r]) of CMC surfaces, with E(0) = Ee, will have
differential at 77 = 0 which is a Jacobi field on Se. (This is meant in the
sense that E(r/) should be written, for small 77, as a normal graph over
E(0). This is possible over any fixed compact set of Ee for some nontrivial
range of values of 77 which might diminish to zero as the compact set grows.
However, this is sufficient to make sense of the derivative at 77 = 0.) The
one-parameter families of CMC surfaces here are simple to describe: the
first two families, corresponding to the two different solutions of L^o^ = 0,
arise from varying the necksize parameter £, and translating the ^-variable,
i.e. translating along the axis of Ee. We denote the associated Jacobi
fields by ^e'"" and \I>?'~f, respectively. The other families arise from either
translating or rotating the axis of Ee, so that one such translation and one
such rotation will correspond to solutions \I/£+ and \t£~ of Lej for j = 1,
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while the translation and rotation in the orthogonal direction corresponds
to solutions for j = — 1. In fact, we may determine these solutions explicitly
in terms of the function p. Let us write

We obtain :
Proposition 18. The coefficient functions $£
*£>£ for j = — 1,0,1, are given by the formulds

of the Jacobi fields ^ for

Proof First consider the families given by translations. Suppose that the
function w is chosen locally so that its normal graph is a (small) translation
of magnitude d of E£ along the x axis. Thus, for some value t' near to t and
some value of 9' near to 0,
r

p(t)cos9 + d = pfflcoae* -wtfi^coaO*
p(t)sm6 = p(tf)sin6' -w(t',0')sm8f

t = t' + w(tf,e')pt(t'),
This system is equivalent to
p2{t) = p2{t') - 2w(t\ 0f)p(t') + 2dw(t'19') cos0'
+ w2^, 0f) - 2dp(t') cos 6' + d2
and

After inserting the value of t from this second equation into the first and
collecting the lowest order terms we get
w(t',

6') = -d cos 6'/(I + /&?(O) + higher order terms.

Recalling that the normal of Se at x£(t/,0/) is

v{t',e') = ^L={-cosO\-sme',Pt{t')),

v i + pi
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we get the stated expression for $e'+. The expression for $7 '+, corresponding to translations along the y axis, is derived in an identical manner.
In fact, nearly identical arguments work in all other cases as well. The
relevant systems of equations are
' p(t)cos6 = p(t')cos0'-w(t',d')cos6'
p(t)sm0 = p(f)sm9' -w{t,0')smO'
t + d = f + u;(f,0>i(f),
for the translation of size d along the z axis,
r

pe+d(t)cos9 = pe(t) cos6' -w(f, O')cose'
pe+d(t)sm9 = pe(lf)waff-iv(lfte')wi0'

t = t/ + w(t',e')(peW),
for the variation of necksize, and
(cos d)p(t) cosO + (sind)t = pit') cos 6'- w(t',9') cos 6'
p(t)sm0 = p(t')sme' -w(tf,0')sm6'
(cosd) t - (sind)p(t) cos9 = t'+ w(tf, ff)pt{^),
for a rotation of size d of the z-axis toward the rr-axis, and similarly for the
rotation toward the y-axis.
The calculations proceed as in the first case, and we leave the details to
the reader.
□
Corollary 3. The expressions for these Jacobi fields in terms of the functions a and k and the parameter r are

$0,-

=

Vl-T2

dk

_ ^1_T2ea

cosha

(!

+ Tdr

^

$^+ = $~1,+ = —r cosher,
$>l~ = $71'_

=

—TA: (cosher+ crse0').

The proof involves simply inserting the expressions for /?, t and e in terms
of a, k and r into the previous formulae.
We shall require later the limits of these Jacobi fields as e tends to zero.
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Proposition 19. Let I C M be any compact interval Then the following
limits exist uniformly for s E I:
lim<l>°'+(£s) = tanhs,
e^O

£

y

lim<I>° ~(es) = -(1 - stanhs),

J

s->0

e

V

J

COsh 5'

1
lim -<bl~(es)
= lim -<I>:~
£
V
£ '~(£s)
V
/ = - (—:

e^Os

'

£->0s

Vcoshs

h sinhs) .
/

Proof. We have used the variable 5 in the statement of the theorem because by Proposition 10, es/t —> 1 uniformly for 5 £ /. The limits may be
calculated using either the estimates for p from Proposition 9, or else the
expressions for these Jacobi fields from Corollary 3 in terms of a, and then
using the limiting behaviour of a as determined in Corollary 1.
□
The Jacobi fields we have considered so far, \&j , j = 0, ±1, are all either
bounded (in fact periodic) or linearly growing (because both k and dTk are
linearly growing). There are of course, two linearly independent solutions
of the equation Le^(t> = 0 for all j with \j\ > 1 as well. It is proved in
[9], following [13], that there exists a discrete sequence of positive numbers
7j —► 00, IJ'I > 1, with 7_j = 7^, and for each j a solution $£' of 1^-0 = 0
such that

are periodic functions of s. In particular,
(4.8)

|*£+| < ce"^5,

|**-| < ce^s,

for all

s e R.

In fact, $e~(s) = ^'+(-5). Because of Corollary 3, it is natural to define
70 = 7±i = 0-

While there are analogous conclusions were we to be using the independent variable t instead of s, the values of these 'indicial exponents' jj = 77 (s)
would behave in a less desirable way as s tends to zero.
Proposition 20. For any rj > 0, there exists an SQ > 0 such that when
e E (0,£o), the numbers jj satisfy jj > y/A — r] for \j\ > 1.
Proof The $Je are homogeneous solutions for the ordinary differential operator -dsS + Qj, where Qj = -r2 cosh(2o-) +j2. We are trying to estimate
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the exponential growth rate of solutions for this operator. It follows from
(3.26) that
r2 <r2 cosh(2(j) <2-r2.
Thus, we see that Qj > j2 — 2 + r2. In particular, for \j\ > 3, Qj > 4. In
this case, the result is clear: e±2s are supersolutions for the operator, and
homogeneous solutions bounded by these supersolutions may be constructed
by the shooting method, as described next for the slightly more complicated
case when j = ±2.
Let w be the unique decreasing solution of (—<92s + (^2)™ = 0 with
w(0) = 1. This solution may be constructed as a limit, as 51 —> 00, of
solutions wSl of this equation on [0, si] with wsi(0) = 1, wsi(si) = 0.
Since e~v^+r s is a supersolution for this operator and dominates wsi at the
endpoints, s = 0 and s = si, it gives an upper bound for wsi on the whole
interval 0 < s < si. Thus the limit as si —> 00, which we call w, exists and
is also bounded by this same function.
Now, using Proposition 13, we can choose so sufficiently large so that
2
2
2T cosh a < 77/2 on [50, S£/2 — so] for all r small enough, say r < TQ.
For simplicity in the notations, we set So = S£/2—so and /? := ^4 — 77/2.
We choose a, b G R such that w := a e^s + be~Ps satisfies u;(so) = w(so) and
w(So) = w(So). Explicitly, we have
_ w(So) e^ - w{s0) e^0
a

""

e2(3So

_ e2/3so

w(so) e^80 - w(So) e'^
anCi

b

~

e-2(3so

_ e-2/5S'o

Thanks to the fact that Q2 > P2 over [SQ^O], we may use the maximum
principle to prove that w < id on [so, SQ]. We are going to show that

w(So)<2w(so)e-^So-so\
The function w being strictly decreasing, we have w(So) < w(so)
and thus we find that b > 0. We may as well assume that w(So) >
So so
W(SQ) e~P( ~ \ otherwise there is nothing to prove. Under such an assumption a > 0 and thus b € (0, w(so)el3so) (since w(so) = w(so)).
Still using the fact that w is strictly decreasing we find that
w('S'o) <

min

se[so,So]

w.

But, the infimum of w over E is achieved at the point sm > 0 which satisfies
First we rule out the case sm < SQ. Indeed, in this case
e2(3sm — j^ia
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w(So) < w^Sm) = 2 y/ab. Introducing in this inequality the expressions for
both a and 6, we find that
cosh2(/?(5o - so)) ™2(So) - 2 cosh((3(So - so)) w(So) w(so) + ^(SQ) < 0,
which is not possible. Therefore, we always have sm > SQ and this implies
that
a = 6e-2^<6e-2^0.
In particular we obtain (since b < w(so)e^so)
w(So) < w(So) = ae^o + be-P30 < 2be"^0 < 2w(so)e-^5o-so).
In every case, we conclude that ?/;(Sb) < 2^(so) e~^(5o~so), where we recall
that SQ = S£/2 — SQ. Furthermore, w is monotone decreasing, so its maximum on any interval is attained at the left endpoint and its minimum at
the right endpoint. Thus w(S£/2 + SQ) < 2 w(so) e2f3so e"^/2. Reducing e
is necessary, we may assume that
2e2/?So e-pS£/2

< e-pSe/2

were we have set ft = i/4 — 7].
In order to finish the proof, note that
r i c /o\
w(so + S£/2)
w(s + S£ 2) = —^—/ /
'w(s)
w(so)

for all s.

To see this, simply observe that W(s) := w{so+S£/2)w(s)—w(s+S£/2)w(so)
solves (—<92s + Q2)W = 0, decays exponentially at oo and takes the value 0
at so, hence by the maximum principle must vanish identically.
Hence for all N > 1, we have w(NS£/2 + so) < w(so)e-N^/2. The
conclusion of the Lemma now follows at once.
□
4.3. Mapping properties of the Jacobi operator.
To fully analyze the problem (4.7), we must study the mapping properties
of the Jacobi operator L£, both for fixed e > 0 and uniformly down to e = 0.
To state this result it is first necessary to define appropriate function spaces
on which the Jacobi operator will act; these are exponentially weighted
Holder spaces. This is one of the main places where the difference between
the independent variables s and t is seen: it is possible to obtain good
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mapping properties on spaces of this type, defined either in terms of the s
or t variables, for fixed e, but it is much less pleasant to obtain the uniform
behaviour down to e = 0 when using t. Fortunately, this uniformity does
occur when using 5, and so from now on, unless saying explicitly otherwise,
this choice of independent variable will be used in the sequel.
The definition of the weighted Holder spaces is the natural one :
Definition 1. Parametrize R x S1 by the variables (s,0). For each r e N
and 0 < a < 1 and s G R, let
Mr,a,[S,S+l],
denote the usual Cr'a Holder norm on the set [5, s + 1] x S1. Then for any
fieR and so € R,
C^Qso, +00) x S1) = jti; 6 C£([so, +00) x S1)

and

IMka,/i = sup e-^sHr)a)[S)S-fi] < 00 L
5>S0

)

In particular, the function e^3 is in C£a([so, +00) x S1).
Recall now the splitting of L£ into L'£ and L^, corresponding to the
operator induced on the eigenspaces with \j\ < 1 and \j\ > 1, respectively.
H' and H77 are the projectors onto the corresponding subspaces. This will
often be abbreviated by letting H7^ = wf, and so on. The main result of
this section is the
Proposition 21. Fix ji with p 6 (1,2). Then there exists an SQ > 0; depending only on //, such that whenever e 6 (0,£o); there exists a unique
solution w e C^([5e/8,00) x S1) of the problem
(4'9)

( L£w = f

in

(5e/8,00) x S1

\ H77^ = $"

on

{S£/8} x 51,

for f E c!!£([5e/8,oo) x S1) and <//' G H77 (C2'0^1)). The solution of the
homogeneous Dirichlet problem, when (j)" = 0, will be denoted w = Ge{f),
while the Poisson operator, which gives the solution when f = 0, will be
denoted by w = Pei^")- The linear maps
Ge:tf£([5,/8>oo)xS1)

—> C^([5s/8,oo) x 51)

B^Pe : H" {(^{S1))

—» C^([5e/8,oo) X51),

are bounded uniformly for all e € (0, SQ)-
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Proof. The proof of the existence of G£ and Pe and of their uniformity
is accomplished in a number of steps. Solutions are constructed on each
eigenspace of the Laplacian on S1, and the cases where |j| < 1 must be
treated somewhat differently than the others.
We shall give the proof of this result in a slightly more general context
where the boundary point S£/8 is replaced by SQ arbitrarily chosen in M.
Fix / and (/> in the appropriate function spaces. We decompose w =
w' + w", f = f + /", then we must solve

(4.10)

IX = /'
LX' = /"

for

w" = ^

for

s > SQ

for s > so
S = SQ.

Notice that no boundary conditions are imposed on wf at s = SQ. We will
also need to decompose
w^s^O) = -j=w-i(s) sin0H—-=wo(s) H—-=101(3) cos0,
Vvr
v27r
\Ar
and
/'M) = -±=f-i(s)
sme+-±=f0(s) + 4=/iW
cos^.
V71"
v27r
v71"
Step 1: We first consider the problem where </>" = 0. Thus / G C^,
and multiplying by a suitable factor, we may assume that

II/WM+iiriio,a,-M=1.
In this step, we only consider the restriction of the problem to the high
eigencomponents. We first show that for every si > SQ there is a unique
solution of

(4.11)

r LX = /"

in (ao.sOxS1

I

w'l

= 0

on

{sojxS1

[

<'

= 0

on

{si} x S1.

The existence of w" follows from a standard variational argument using the
energy functional
S(w) =11 (\dsw\2 + \dgw\2 - T2 cosh(2a) |it;|2 + f'w) ds <
Jso

JS1
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Using the fact that V|j\ > 1, we have j2 - r2 cosh(2cr) > 2, we see that when
we restrict the domain of £ to the span of the eigenfunctions Xj(0) with
\j\ > 1, this functional is convex and proper, and the existence of a unique
minimizer for it, which we denote by w", is then immediate.
We claim that there exists a constant so > 0 and a constant C = C{n) >
0, independent of so < $1 and e e (0,so), such that
sup sup e^K'M)| <C(fi).
OeS1 sG[so,si]
Assuming that the claim is already proven, we can choose a sequence sij
tending to +oo and build w^ the corresponding solutions of (4.11). The uniform bound above allows us to extract from the sequence w^ a subsequence
which converges to a solution w" of
+oo) x 51

in

(SQ,

on

{so} x 51,

which satisfies
sup sup e^lu/'I^COx).
ees1 SG[SO,SI]
and then, by classical elliptic estimates, that

for some constant c(^) > 0 independent of SQ 6 R and s 6 (0, So)- The
claim is proved by contradiction. By assumption, we have etls\fff(s, 9)\ < 1
for 5o < s < 5i, 0 G S1. If the assertion were not true, then there would
exist sequences of numbers so,i, si,i) functions f", Delaunay parameters £;
and corresponding solutions w^ such that
Ai := sup

sup

e^s {w^] —► oo,

and
sup

sup

ef*3 \fi\ < 1.

Suppose that this maximum, for each i, is attained at some point (si,0i),
and define

w'f(s, 9) = A^e^w'^s + ^ 9),

/f (s, 0) = A^e^fis + *, 9).
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Then
sup

sup

1

e^s \w"\ = 1,

QeS so,i-Si<s<si,i-Si

and this supremum is attained on {0} x S1, while f" —> 0 in norm. Furthermore,
L»u% = dlw'l + Sfavf! + T? cosh(2^(. + „))< = f'i
on [so,i - Si, sij - si] x S1.
Passing to a subsequence if necessary, we assume that so,i — Si converges
to vi G R U {—oo} and si^ — 5^ converges to V2 € R U {+00}. By using
the result of Proposition 12, the bounds above, as well as those provided by
elliptic estimates, we can also assume that w" converges, along with all its
derivatives, over any compact subset of (fi,^) x S1 (including endpoints if
either is finite) to a function w", which satisfies e/xs|i(;//| < 1 over this set,
is nonvanishing (because of the normalization of w" at s — 0), and which
solves one of the following equations:
(4.12)

ds2>" + d$9v/' + T2 cosh(2a(s + s))w" = 0,

for some e G (0, £0) and s G R,
(4.13)

diw" + dlew" = 0,

or
(4.14)

d*sw" + dlew" +

0

-w" = 0,
cosh (s + s)
T/

for some

s G R,

on [vi, V2] x S1. In addition, if either vi or V2 is finite, then w" vanishes at
that endpoint.
We must analyze a few cases, depending on the values of vi and V2
and which of the equations above is satisfied by w". The goal in each
case is to show that w" must, in fact, vanish identically, which would be a
contradiction.
The point, in all cases, is that we wish to multiply the appropriate equation for w" by w" and integrate by parts, to obtain
/
/ 1 \dsw"\2 + \dow"\2 - T2 cosh(2a(s + s)) \w"\2 ds d6 = 0,
Jvi JS
rV2

r

/
/ \dsw"\2 + \dew"\2dsd6 = 0,
Jvi JS1
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or

/

/ 1 |^"|2 + I^T

Jvi JS

2
-£—-\w"\
dsde = o.
Z

COSh (s + 5)

In each of these three cases we see that the integrand is positive, because
we always have the inequality
/

\d6w"\2ds>A

Jvi

\w"\2ds,
Jvi

and so we would conclude that w" = 0, which is a contradiction.
To make this argument work, it suffices to show that the boundary terms
in the integration by parts vanish. When either vi or V2 is finite, this is
immediate from the Dirichlet conditions at that boundary, so it remains to
show that if either vi or V2 is infinite, then w" decays exponentially in that
direction. Any unbounded solution of (4.13) on a half-line must grow at
least at the rate e2'5', which would violate the condition e/iS|tt;//| < 1, so we
see that w" must decrease exponentially in this case. The same argument
works when w" satisfies (4.14) because solutions of that equation have the
same asymptotic rates of growth or decay as solutions of (4.13). Finally, if
w" satisfies (4.12), we first choose 77 > 0 such that y/A — 77 > /i, then, we
apply Proposition 20, which states that any unbounded solution must grow
at least at the rate gV4-7?!5! provided £ is less than, say, SQ. Therefore, we
can eliminate the possibility of exponential growth. This ends the proof of
the claim.
Step 2: We now consider the cases when IJI < 1. The argument when
j = ±1 is almost identical to the one for j = 0, so we shall just consider the
latter case, commenting on the end on the very minor changes that need
to be made. Thus, recalling that we are no longer requiring any boundary
conditions, we wish to find a solution to the problem
(4.15)

^,0^0 := dsswo + T2 cosh(2a)wo = fo

in

[50,00),

with the desired decay property at infinity. We find this solution again
as a limit of functions w* solutions of L£iow* = fo on [so,si), where now
w*(si) = dsw*(si) = 0. For convenience, we choose a C0'** extension of
/o, vanishing when s < SQ — 1, say, and consider the solution w* for this
extended right hand side, now defined on (—00, si].
As in Step 1, we claim that there exists a constant C = Cr(//), independent of 5o, si and s, such that
sup
se(-oo,si]

e^K| <C.
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Once this claim is proved, the arguments of the proof are identical to those
in Step 1, so we shall omit them.
Again this is proved by contradiction. First, note that when s < SQ — 1,
wsi is a linear combination of the Jacobi fields $?' , hence is at most linearly
growing. If the assertion were false, there would exist sequences /o^, so,;,
5i,2, £*, and it;*^ such that
Ai :=

e^5 \w^i\ —► oo,

sup
se{-oo,sifi\

and
sup

s€(-oo,sM]

eH/o,i|<l.

If this maximum is attained at (s;,0i), si G (—00,51^), then we rescale the
functions and translate the independent variable by Si to obtain a solution
of
d2Wi ,2
uro \ ;
—
-Y + Tf cosh(2(7i)Wi = /o,i,

in (—00,51^ — si] which satisfies
e^8 \wi\ = 1,

sup
sei-oo^sij-Si]

while /o,i tends to zero in norm.
Passing to a subsequence, we obtain in the limit a nontrivial solution w
of one the following equations:
—j + r2 cosh(2cr(s + sj)w = 0,

for some

s 6 (0, £0)

2

dw
2
-r-o?)
w = 0,
z H
z
ds
cosh (s + s)

r

for some

and

s E M,

_ ^
5 G M,

or
d2w
= 0,
ds2
over some interval (—oo,v], and in each case, \w\ < e~MS in (—00, v].
Clearly i> cannot be finite, because if it were then w would have to satisfy
w^v} z=z dsw(v) = 0, which would imply that it would vanish identically.
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Now, for each of the three equations we know that there are no exponentially decreasing solutions; for the second and third equations this is obvious,
while for the first it follows because we know the family of solutions explicitly. However, since we know that w does decay exponentially as s —» oo,
we again would have to conclude that it vanishes identically, and this is a
contradiction.
When j = ±1, the changes that need to be made in this argument are
minor. For example, when j = 1, for all si > so, the solution w* is defined
as before to be the solution of
L£iiw* := dlsw* -W* + T2 cosYi{2(j)w* = fi

in

[SQ, SI),

which satisfies w*(si) = dsw^(si) = 0 and where /i has been extended by 0
in (—oo,5o — 1].
And to establish its uniform bound, we proceed by contradiction. In this
case, however, the limiting equations are now
ds2

— w + T2cosh(2a(s + s))w = 0,

for some

—-z- — w-\
7y—w = 0,
as*
coshz(s + s)

ee(0,£o)

for some

and

s € R,

5G

or
d2w
-w = 0.
ds2
on (—oo, v] x S1, with boundary condition w(v) = dsw(v) = 0 if v is finite,
and where j^) < e~MS for all s G (—oo, v\.
Once again, v cannot be finite, but now the equations do admit exponentially decreasing solutions at ±oo. However, all such solutions decay no
faster than e~s, whereas we have assumed that ji G (1,2), so once again we
obtain a contradiction.
Step 3: Finally consider the problem when / = 0 and </>" =£ 0. We may
as well assume that H^'H^a = 1- Let 77(5) be a smooth cutoff function equal
to 1 for s < 0 and vanishing for s > 1. Then

L> = 0,

w(so,e) = <t>"(e),

is equivalent to

L»w = -LUv(* - *o)<t>"m,

w(s0,9) = 0,
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which has already been solved in Step 1. Moreover, since
ll^'Ho.a.-^ce^,
it follows from Step 1 that

lk||2,a,_M<ce^,
□

as we wished. This completes the proof in all cases.

Corollary 4. Fix ji G (1,2). Then there exists a constant c > 0 and an
SQ > 0; depending only on n, such that for e G (0, EQ), we have
||(P« - Po)(^)l|2,a,-M < CS-^ (eV + £(6-^/4) ||0"||2)Q.
Here, if (j)" G II" (C2'Q:(51)); the function Po((l>'f) is the unique solution in
C*Z([Se/8, oo) x S1) of the problem
( Aw = 0
{
1
w = <f>"

(4.16)

[Se/8, oo) x S1
i
on {Se/SyxS1.

in

Proof Write w£ = P£<t),f and WQ = Po</>,f- If w£ = WQ + h, then Le/i =
-(r2 cosh(2a))^o and n"h(Se/%,0) = 0, and so /i = -G^cosh^a)u>o).
We first estimate
INka,-/* < c||r2 cosh(2e7)ii;o||o,a>-AiUsing

HtBtollo^lM+i] ^ ^-2(s-Se/8)ll<nio,« < ce-1/2 e-2° ||^||0,a,
we bound this by
ce-Wl sup e^-2)s||r2cosh2cr||0,a)[SiS+1]) ||0"||o,a.
\->S«/8

/

When Se/8 < s < 35e/8, we know from Proposition 11 that
T2cosh(2o-) + |dsT2cosh(2<r)| < e1'2.
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Therefore
e-l/2c(M-2)a ||r2

cosh(2a)||o,a,[s,s+1] < CS^^^ = Cs'^S-^.

Next, when 3^/8 < 5 < S£/2, we know, still from Proposition 11, that we
may estimate
r2 cosh(2<7) + \ds(T2 cosh(2(7))| < cs2e2s,
hence
£-l/2e(,-2)S||r2 cosh(2(r)||0)a)[5)S+1]

<

c£-l/2+2-M = c£{e-Z,)/4£-^

Finally, for S£/2 < s we use the fact that r2 cosh(2cr) < 2, and proceed as
before. This proves the Corollary.
□
5. CMC surfaces near to a half unduloid.
In this section we construct by perturbation methods the full space of CMC
surfaces near to a fixed (half) unduloid V of necksize s, as usual controlling
the behaviour as s —> 0. Assume that V has the parametrization
x(<?,0) = (re* cosO,re* sin0,fc),
where r G (0,1), a and k are as in Proposition 2. The unit normal at x(s, 6)
is defined to be
(5.1)

v(s,0) = (—T cosher cos0, — r cosh a sin0,crs).

Therefore, surfaces which may be written as normal graphs over V admit
the parametrization
x™ = x + w z/,
for some sufficiently small function w on V. We denote by Vw the surface
obtained in this way. The components of its metric tensor are
Ew = r2 (ea - sinh a w)2 + w2,

Fw = wswo,

and
Gw = r2 (e* - cosh a wf + w|.
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The components of the second fundamental form are considerably less simple. In computing the following, we use that we always have the bounds
Tea < 2, T2 sinh2 a < 1 and a2 < 1. After substantial work, we find that

where Pi is some polynomial (of degree at most 3) without any constant
term, the coefficients of which are functions of s and such that they and
their derivatives are bounded uniformly in s and e. In a similar manner we
derive that

v/£„G„-i*M„ = r>«- P2 (JL, ZS, *H)
and
y/EvCv-WN* = r3 e3- fr cosher + ft f-^,
^,^)) ,
\
\Te(T rea re^ J J
where P2 and P3 have the same properties as Pi.
The equation that Vw has mean curvature 1 is
(5.2)

LWGW - 2MWFW + NWEW - (EWGW - F2) = 0.

This is a rather complicated nonlinear elliptic equation for w which we shall
not write out in full. Notice that it is satisfied when w = 0. Using the
previous formula for the coefficients of the first and second fundamental
forms, we find that its Taylor expansion about w = 0 is
/r o\
(5.3)

n (
LT £w = re CT Q
I

W

,

VW

,

V2W

where
L£w = dgSw + OQQW + T2 cosh(2cr) iy,
and Q is again a polynomial (now of higher order) without any constant
or linear terms, the coefficients of which have partial derivatives bounded
uniformly in s and e. We also write, for brevity,
a
Q(w)
,
,
v J := r e Q [
^ Vre^'re^' re0"
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Given <£" € 11" (C2'Q:(S'1)), we would like to solve the boundary value
problem
(5'4)

J Lew = Q(w)

in

[Se/8, +00) x S1

{ H"^ = <t>"

on

{Se/8} x S1.

Let ws be the unique solution in C^([Se/8, +00) x S1), 1 < ju < 2, of
j Lsws = 0

in

[Se/8, +00) x S1

\ U"w£ = 0"

on

{5e/8} x S1,

which is given by Proposition 21. Setting w = we + f, then we would like
to find v G C^([S£/8, +00) x S1) such that

{

Lev =

Q{w£ + v)

n^ = 0

in

[5e/8, H-oo) x 51

on

{Se/SjxS1.

Notice that, it is sufficient to find a fixed point of the mapping

(5.5)

tC(v) = G£ Q(we + v),

at least when e is sufficiently small.
Proposition 22. There exist constants co,ci > 0 such that if H^'l^a <
co£3/4; then
||Ge(QK))||2)a,^<|e-(^3)/4||^|||,Q
and
||G£(QK + V2) - Q(We + Vl))ha,-» < 1/2 \\V2 " ^lll^a,-^,
for all vuv2 in BCl := {^ : ||t;||2laf-M < c^"^3)/4 H^Hi^}. Ttes; /C 25
a contraction mapping on the ball BC1 into itself. Consequently, /C has a
unique fixed point v in this ball.
Proof. We shall use that

(5.6)

Ik.lb^^+il^^-^ll^ll^e-^.
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First consider s in the range [S£/8,7S£/8]. Here, from Proposition 11,
we get
reCT>Ce3/4.
Together with the fact that all derivatives of a are bounded, this gives

^s ll<2MllcWs>s+i] < ce-^+3)/4 ||^|||Q.
We chose ci to be equal to twice the constant which appears in this last
estimate.
Now
(5.7)

IMka,[s,s+i] < ci e-^V* H^Hk e"^,

for v € BCl and we see that
ef || QK + n) - Q(w£ + v2))\\o^[svs+i]
can be estimated by the sum of products of e^s ||i>i—V2 ||2,a,[s,s4-i] with various
terms of the form
\\(w£ + viy(w£ + V2y\Tea)-J-J,\\0^[s^1])

where j+f > 1.

Each of these can be bounded by c{co£s/y+j' s-W^+tieU+i'M8*/8-^ <
c CQ J , and so can be made as small as desired provided CQ is chosen small
enough.
For s > 7S£/8, we will simply use the fact that
Tea>Tea<®=e.
Arguing as before, we get first that
eT ||QK)||o,a,[S)S+i] < ceO^-D/^-O^.)/* ||^|||a.
Furthermore
eHIQK + vi) - Q(we + ^))||o,a)[S>S+l]

and again the coefficient can be made as small as desired when s is chosen
small enough.
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Putting the estimates in these two domains together, and using that G£
is bounded, we have now checked all the conditions necessary to ensure that
/C is a contraction mapping. Therefore there is a unique element v G BC1
such that K,(v) = v, and the proof is complete.
□
Examining this proof more carefully, we also obtain the
Corollary 5. There exists a constant CQ > 0 and an so > 0 such that, for
all e e (0,£o) and for any cj)" € 11" (C2'a(51)) with Wh,* < co£3/4, the
problem (5A) has a unique solution w. The mapping
11" (C^OS1)) 3 <i>" —> w 6 C?.';([5£/8,oo) x S1),
is continuous and the solution w satisfies the estimates

(5.8)

IHl2,«,-„ < c£-^(U"\\2ta + s-^U"\\la),

and
(5.9)

IKti; - U"w)(Se/8, .)||2,a + ||^(«; - U"w)(Ss/8, OHi.a < c£-3/4||^|||a.
Finally, ifwo = Po(<f>") E C^([Se/8,+oo) x S1) as in Corollary A, then
(5.10)

\\w - M**,-* < c^4 ((^1/2 + ^(6-3't)/4)ll0"ll2)a + £-3/4ini!>a) •
Proof The solution w is a sum w£+v and we already know that ||^||2,a,-^ ^
cll^'ll^a- For fixed <f)", the map /C is a contraction on the balls of radius
a constant times £-(/i+3)/4 H^H^a, and so the norm of v is at most this
large. And this gives (5.8). The second estimate (5.9) follows by evaluting
at s = Ss/S. Finally, for (5.10), we write

Ik - Wo||2,a -fi < \\We - W0||2,a,-M + IMUa -»,
and use Corollary 4.

□

6. CMC surfaces near to a half nodoid.
We now want to obtain the results which are valid for unduloids in the case of
nodoids. More precisely, we want to construct by perturbation methods the
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full space of CMC surfaces near to a fixed nodoid V of necksize e, as usual
controlling the behaviour as e —> 0. Assume that V has the parametrization
x(s, 6) = (re*7 cos 0, re* sin 9, fc),
where we retrict our attention to r G (0,1), a and k are as in Proposition 4.
Here it is important to notice that the normal at x(s, 0) is defined to be
(6.1)

v(s,0) = (—rsinhcjcosfl, — rsinhasinfl, as).

Furthermore, the linearized mean curvature operator is

Denote by 7^ the indicial roots of C€. Proposition 20, which is a key point in
the analysis of the mappings properties of £e, holds with minor modifications
in the proof.
The statement and proof of Proposition 21 as well as all the results of
§5 remain the same up to obvious notational modifications.
7. fc-noids.
The second type of component in our construction of CMC surfaces are a
somewhat restricted class of minimal surfaces of finite total curvature with
k ends, or as we shall call them, fc-noids. In this brief section we discuss
some of the global and asymptotic aspects of the geometry and topology
of fc-noids, and in the next, discuss Jacobi operators on these surfaces and
their compact truncations.
It is well-known that any fc-noid S has finite topology, and in fact is
conformally equivalent to the complement of a finite number of points in
a compact Riemann surface E, i.e. E = E \ {pi,... ,pfc}- As in the introduction, we denote the space of fc-noids of genus g by Hg^- When g > 0,
Hg,! and Hg92 are empty, while Wo,i and HQ^ contain only the plane and
catenoid, respectively. The standard catenoid Ci is a surface of revolution,
given in cylindrical coordinates by the parametrization
x(s, 0) = (cosh 5 cos 0, cosh 5 sin 0, s).
This is a conformal parametrization, and the unit normal, metric tensor and
second fundamental forms are given by
z/(s,0) = —■—(— cos0, — sin0, sinhs),
cosns
g = cosh2 s (ds2 + d02),
A = -ds2 + d92.
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In particular, the mean curvature vanishes, and the catenoid is minimal.
We shall be discussing the space of moduli of fc-noids. Just as with
CMC surfaces, it is possible to determine the moduli space explicitly in the
simplest case, when k = 2. In fact, the only complete minimal surfaces in R3
with two ends are images of the standard catenoid Ci by rigid motions and
homotheties. While we shall frequently not distinguish between Ci and its
translates or rotations, it will be important to keep track of the homothety
factor. The dilation of Ci by the factor a will be denoted Ca, and has the
parametrization
x^ (5,0) = (a cosh s cos 0, a cosh s sin 0, as).
Thus any element of Ho,2 is given as a rigid motion of some Ca. The metric
tensor and second fundamental forms for this parametrization are
(7.1)

ga = a2 cosh2 s (ds2 + d02),

Aa = a(-ds2 + d02).

The plane and catenoid provide the asymptotic models for the ends of
any fc-noid: the basic structure theorem for fc-noids states that an end of
any fc-noid may be written as a normal graph of a decaying function over
an end of some suitably translated, rotated plane or dilated catenoid. The
corresponding ends will then be referred to as planar or catenoidal. Only
fc-noids with all ends catenoidal will be used in our construction; henceforth
this will always be assumed.
Using this asymptotics theorem, we may assign a dilation, or weight,
parameter at to each end Ee of E G W^fc, ^ = 1,... , fc, signifying that that
end is the normal graph over (some translated and rotated copy of) C^.
This is analogous to the necksize parameters of the ends of CMC surfaces.
This defines, at least in neighbourhoods of the moduli space where some
ordering of the ends is fixed, a map Hg^ —> KfcFix E € Hgfc- We describe the parametrization of the ends more carefully. Assume that E has been rotated and translated so that the the end Ei
is asymptotic to the model Ca£. By definition, there is a function w, defined
on Ca£ n {5 > 5^}, such that Et is parametrized by
xw :=xai +wv,

s>se.

This gives a canonical cylindrical coordinate system (5,0) on Ei, which we
will always use. The function w is assumed a priori only to decay, but in
fact admits an asymptotic expansion
w(s10) ~ Y^ ajXj(0)e~js,
Iil>i

as

s —> 00.
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8. The Jacobi operator on A;-noids.
Continuing our treatment of analysis on fc-noids paralleling that on Delaunay surfaces, we now consider the Jacobi operator L = L?,, which is the
linearization of (half) the mean curvature operator M. over E. This is
LE = As + |,4E|2,
where the term of order zero is the squared norm of the second fundamental
form of S.
8.1. Mapping properties of L and Jacobi fields.
Just as for Delaunay surfaces, we require detailed knowledge of the mapping
properties of L, first over all of E, then in a later section for the Dirichlet
problem on certain (deformations of) compact truncations E^ of E, and
finally uniformly as e —> 0.
The analysis for L over the complete surface E is based on the fact
that the ends have good asymptotic models. In fact, using the canonical
cylindrical coordinates on each end JSg, we see that the Jacobi operator for
the model catenoid is
(8.1)

Lai = aj2 cosh-2 s (d2ss + dl6 + ^27) -

and so the true Jacobi operator is equal, as 5 —> 00 in £^, to the sum of
this model operator and a correction term, which is a second order operator
each coefficient of which decays at least like e~5s.
We let L act on the weighted Holder spaces C£'a(E), where (f> is in this
space if it is locally in Cr,a(E) and on each end may be written as e^V* where
ip G Cr'Q;(IR^ x SQ). The basic mapping properties for L are summarized in
the
Proposition 23. The operator

is Fredholm provided fi £ Z. In addition, L is surjective on C^'a(E) if and
only if it is injective on C_'^(E).
The drop of two in the weight parameter comes from the factor
(cosh(a^s))~2 in the expression for L on E£. This sort of result is fairly
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standard by now; it may be proved by constructing local parametrices, or
solution operators, for the model operators on each of the ends Ei using
explicit ODE techniques on each of the cross-sectional eigenspaces, joining these to a parametrix for the interior compact region, and finally using
standard perturbation techniques and Predholm theory.
This Proposition leads naturally to the issue of determining the values
of the weight parameters // for which L is surjective or injective. Although
for a given fc-noid E this may be quite difficult to determine, the following
condition is essential for the moduli space theory:
Definition 2. A fc-noid S is called nondegenerate if its Jacobi operator
L is surjective on (^'"(E) whenever // > 1, /i / 2,3,..., or equivalently,
whenever there are no anomalous decaying Jacobi fields and so L is injective
on C^(E) for /x > 1.
We cannot preclude the existence of Jacobi fields in (^'"(E) for |/z| < 1,
and in fact these always exist, at least locally on each end, for geometric
reasons. They may be exhibited explicitly on the catenoid: just as for the
Delaunay surfaces, solutions of Lw = 0 corresponding to the eigenvalues of
the cross-sectional Laplacian with \j\ < 1 arise from translations, rotations
and dilations (which substitute for changes in Delaunay parameter):
Proposition 24. The Jacobi fields
\I/0'+ = tanh 5,

*0 " = s tanh s - 1,

correspond to vertical translation along the axis of the catenoid, and change
of the dilation parameter a, respectively. The Jacobi fields
#!'+ = <0+ sin^,

*"1'+ = ^+ sin (9,

correspond to horizontal translations in the xi and X2 directions, while
fy1 - = -0- cos0,

*"1'" = ip~ sin^,

correspond to rotations about the X2-axis and xi-axis, respectively. Here
ib+ = —-—
cosh s

?/>"" = —
h sinh s.
cosh s

Proof As with the analogous statement in the Delaunay case, these Jacobi
fields may be computed by finding the parametrizations of the one-parameter
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family of minimal surfaces in each case and differentiating to get the deformation vector field, the inner product of which with the unit normal of Ca
yields the appropriate expression. We leave the details to the reader.
□
Jacobi fields asymptotic to these exist on the ends of any fc-noid. Let
E denote some fixed truncation of the fc-noid E, and let Ei,... , Ek denote
the components of E\E. These are in one to one correspondence with the
ends of E, and are minimal surfaces with boundary.
Proposition 25. On each end Eg, o/E, there exists a six-dimensional space
of functions ^' , j = 0, ±1, such that each L^' = 0; and which are
asymptotic to the corresponding model Jacobi fields ^^ for the catenoid
Cae modelling Eg in the sense that
^+_^\+ <Ce-k'+3)s,

\H' - #•?'

<CseU-3>.

Proof These new Jacobi fields are produced by the same geometric process,
namely forming the families of minimal surfaces with boundary, Eg(rj), by
translating, rotating or dilating Eg, and then differentiating with respect
to the parameter 77 at 77 = 0, and taking the inner product of the resulting
vector field along Eg with the unit normal. The statement about asymptotics
is obtained from the fact that Eg is a normal graph over Ca£ of a function
(j)g which decays like e_2s.
□
8.2. Moduli space theory.
Following these preliminaries, we now briefly sketch the moduli space theory
for fc-noids. This was developed by Perez and Ros [17] at around the same
time that the very similar moduli space theory was set down for solutions
of the singular Yamabe problem and CMC surfaces in [13] and [9], using
slightly different (but equivalent) methods. The parallels between the three
problems are discussed carefully in [12]. We state results here following these
latter three papers, though emphasize that the results are originally due to
Perez and Ros. For E G Hg^k, define the 6fc-dimensional space
W = eJ=1W/,

where

Wg = {qt^J = 0, ±1}.
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and where % is a cutoff function vanishing on E and equalling one outside
of a slight enlargement of this truncation on the end Eg. At least around
non-degenerate fc-noids, the moduli space theory is based on the implicit
function theorem. For this one requires surjectivity of L on some geometrically natural function spaces, but unfortunately the spaces on which L
is surjective in Proposition 23 have positive exponential weight, hence are
ill-suited for the nonlinear operator. To remedy this one uses the following
more refined linear result.
Proposition 26. Suppose E is nondegenerate. Fix fi with ji G (1, 2). Then
the mapping
(8.2)

L:C^(E)©W—»C^_2(E),

is surjective. Its nullspace, B := BY, (which we call the bounded nullspace)
is 3k-dimensional.
The proof is essentially identical to the one in [13] and [9], although the
linear theory here is more elementary than the analysis on asymptotically
periodic ends in those papers. The dimension count for B is obtained by a
relative index theorem (which is essentially equivalent to the Riemann-Roch
theorem).
To make sense of the mean curvature operator N on elements of the
domain space in (8.2), we use that elements of W correspond to geometric
motions. Thus N(u', u) calculates the mean curvature of the normal graph
of the function u £ Cj" over the surface Ew/ obtained by slightly deforming
the ends of E in the manner prescribed by the components of vf G W. (More
specifically, one considers an 'exponential map' from a neighbourhood of 0
in W to a space of surfaces deforming E, such that the derivatives of the
families of surfaces E(Aw/), for vf € W, at A = 0 equal t/.) Proposition 26
then states that the differential of this map N is surjective at (0,0) when E
is nondegenerate, and so the first part of the following is a trivial application
of the standard implicit function theorem:
Corollary 6. In the neighbourhood of any one of its nondegenerate points,
the moduli space 'Hg,k 0f k-noids of genus g is a real analytic manifold of
dimension 3k. In the neighbourhood of an arbitrary point, it has the structure
of a locally defined (possibly singular) real analytic variety.
Perez and Ros note that the second part of this result follows from the
general theory of Weierstrass representations of fc-noids. It may also be
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proved in a manner more consistent with the first part by the Kuranishi
method, as in [9], cf. also [12].
8.3. Existence of nondegenerate fc-noids.
We now briefly survey the results in the literature concerning the existence of
nondegenerate fc-noids; we also state some new existence results which may
be deduced from these. This survey is included to show that our construction
yields many new examples of CMC surfaces.
Many of the moduli spaces Hg^ are known to be nonempty. The
Weierstrass representation yields some infinite families of examples of complete, Alexandrov embedded minimal surfaces of finite total curvature, while
Kapouleas' desingularization construction also gives examples when g is
quite large relative to k. It is quite plausible that all of these moduli spaces,
when nonempty, contain nondegenerate elements; unfortunately this has
been proved only in special cases. There are two main results in this regard
which we quote here. The first, by Cosin and Ros [1] and already stated
in the introduction, gives the existence of nondegenerate elements in Ho,k
for any k > 2. Incidentally, all of these surfaces have catenoidal ends. Secondly, the Hoffman-Meeks minimal surfaces give elements of Hg^ for any
g > 1. Nayatani [15] has shown that these are nondegenerate when g < 37.
Unfortunately, the 'middle' end of these surfaces is planar, but using the
nondegeneracy it is possible to find nearby surfaces which are nondegenerate and for which all ends are catenoidal.
These two theorems provide nondegenerate k noids for infinitely many
pairs (#, fc). Using them in the the connected sum construction of [11] we
can construct many more examples. Although the results in that paper are
written for CMC surfaces, it is quite easy to check that the constructions
there carry over verbatim for nondegenerate minimal surfaces. In particular,
nondegeneracy of the resulting surfaces (which turns out to be somewhat
delicate) is proved. Yang [21] explicitly addresses the problem of connected
sums of complete minimal surfaces, but does not consider the nondegeneracy
issue. In any case, we conclude that if Si are non degenerate elements
of Hg^ki, i = 1,... ,r, then an iterated connected sum of the E* gives a
nondegenerate element of Hg^i 9 = Z)i=i5i> & = Z)i=i^- In addition,
following Yang (as well as recent work of the second author and Fakhi in
higher dimensions), it is possible to glue half-catenoids to any nondegenerate
surface, and again, the resulting surface may be proved to be nondegenerate.
Altogether we obtain
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Proposition 27. Suppose that /Hgiiki contains a nondegenerate element,
i = 1,... ,r. Then Hgfi a^o contains a nondegenerate element provided

9 = Ei=i 9i and k >

YA=I

k

i'

There is a similar result for the moduli spaces Mg}k of CMC surfaces.
We shall return to this issue, as well as a number of other interesting new
aspects of these moduli spaces, in a forthcoming paper.
9. Truncated fc-noids and their deformations.
In this section we first introduce the compact truncations Se which fill out
the fc-noid E as s —► 0. These are the building blocks occupying the central
portion of the surfaces we shall construct. The reason for introducing them
is that there are no surfaces of mean curvature one which may be written as
normal graphs over all of S, but there are many which are graphs over any
one of the Eg. Next we study a natural boundary problem for the Jacobi
operator on these compact surfaces and analyze its behaviour as s tends to
zero. Finally, we introduce a finite dimensional family of deformations of
the Jacobi operator, corresponding to the elements of W, and show that the
preceding linear analysis carries over to the operators in this family.
9.1. The Jacobi operator on truncated fc-noids.
We start by defining the truncations Ee. Recall that each end Ei of E admits
the parametrization
(9.1)
x^(s,0) = ae (cosh 5 cos0 + 0(e-3s), cosh ssin0 + 0(e-3s),s + 0(e-2s)).
We simply define E6 to be the union of the compact piece K of E and the
portion of each of the ends up to s = S£/8 (which is of the order — i logs).
Preliminary to the nonlinear analysis, in the next section, of the family
of surfaces of constant mean curvature one which are normal graphs over the
Ee, we shall require information about a certain inhomogeneous boundary
problem for the Jacobi operator L on Se, in particular its solvability and
the uniformity of this solution with respect to e.
We will identify the space C2'a(dEs) with [C2'a(51)]fc and, for later use
we also define
C2'<*(0Ee)" = {w € C2'°(0£e) : w\Et := v,e(6) € Span {Xi(^)}|i|>2} •
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We now set up the boundary problem for the Jacobi operator on the surfaces
Ee. That the mapping
L : {u e C2'a(S£) : u]^ = 0} — C0'a(Se),
is surjective when is e is sufficiently small is fairly easy to establish. Unfortunately, the norm of the inverse is not uniformly bounded as e —> 0.
This happens for a good reason: the range of the inverse may be too close
to the restriction of the bounded nullspace B to E^. Therefore we impose
a boundary condition, the corresponding solution operator for which does
have the uniformity we need later.
Finally, for / e C°'"2(£) and <//' G C2'a(d£e)", consider the boundary
problem
Lu

(9.2)

\n"(
' ""(«)

=

/lse

in

=

<j>"

on

S

£

aS,£•

Proposition 28. Fix /i with ji E (1,2). There exists an So > 0 and for all
e G (0?£o) linear maps

which are bounded uniformly for £ G (0, SQ) such that if f G C '^(^O
<//' G C2'a(aE£)//; tften ^ = Ge(/) + P^") is a soZtitton of (9.2).

an

d

Proof To start, use a bounded extension operator in the C2'a(9Ee) —»
CM'a(E) in the usual way to reduce to the case where <f)" = 0.
We are going to show that, for all e small enough, there exists

Gs : ClU^e) — Cja(S£),
which is uniformly bounded as e tends to 0 and for which

||i6.(/)-/||0^^-2<C^ 11/110,0^2
The proposition follows from this claim by perturbation.
First step. Let us choose sm fixed larger than any of the S£. For each
end Ei of E, we find a solution U£ G C^iEi) of
Lafit =

f\Ee

in

(sm,Se/8) x S1

UtldEe

^

0

0n

{S^}

X Sl

WutldEt

=

0

on

{5e/8}x51.
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This solution is not unique, but we can proceed as in the proof of Proposition 21 and first project the operator Lae over the eigenspaces Xj and then
chose the (unique) right inverse for which II7^^) = 0 on {sm} x S1. Let
us denote by G^ this right inverse. Following the proof of Proposition 21, it
is easy to see that the norm of Gt is bounded independently of e and also
of sm > sup^.
Now, using a perturbation argument, we can always assume, increasing
Sm if necessary, that the result is also true when Lai is replaced by L since
we have
||(L - La,H|o,c^-2 < ce~3a* |Ml2,a,/z.
We denote by ui the corresponding solutions. We can patch together the
functions ui to all E^ by defining v := x^, where x is smooth, vanishes for
s < sm + 1 and equals one for s > sm + 2 on each Et. Since Lv = ft in
each end 2^, we have now reduced our problem to the case where on the
right hand side of (9.2) the function is supported in a compact set which is
independent of e. We set g := / — Lv and we extend this function by 0 on
each end. The norm of this extension is bounded in C_'^_2(S) by a constant
times the norm of / in C^,a(Se).
Second step. With the help of Proposition 26, we can solve globally in
E
Lw = g,
where this time g has support away from the ends and w G Cj" © W. Near
each end Ee we can decompose

^|jE;£=n>|jE;£)+n,,(^|jE;J.
Finally, we modify w near each dEi by
t5 = n/(fi;|£?€) + xn,/(ii;|^),
where x is smooth, vanishes for 5 > 5£/8 and equals one for s < S£/8 — 1.
Naturally L(w+v) = / everywhere except near each dE?. Moreover, making
use of Proposition 25, it is then a simple exercise to prove that

||L(t5 + v) - f\\o^-2 < ce-»s*/4 ||/||o,^-2.
We define Ge(f) := w + v. The proof of the claim is complete.

□
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9.2. Deformations of Ee.
Now we shall take up the task of defining slightly different truncations of
the scaled surface eE, which we shall call E^^ (the V here refers to a
parameter set which we shall define below), which will be more convenient
later. In the next subsection we shall also consider the Jacobi operators
which correspond to writing nearby surfaces as graphs using vector fields
which are small deformations of the normal vector field on Ee}^.
Fix one end Ez of E, and recall its parametrization (9.1). The end eEt
can therefore be parametrized as
(9.3) x^ = et (coshs cos6 + 0(e-3s), cosh 5 sin6 + 0(e-3s), 5 + 0(e-2s)).
where here and later, we use the notation
si := ae e.
There is a Delaunay surface X^, with Delaunay parameter s^, which 'best
fits' the model catenoid for sEt near the region where 5 = S£e/8 and whose
orientation in this region is compatible with the chosen orientation of E. If
Vi is an unduloid, it will have the parametrization
x

£>£

==

(Teeat cos 0, Tie*7* sin0, fc^),

and unit normal
uVe = (-T£ cosh(c^) cos 0, -T£ cosh(c^) sin 0, (a*)a).
If Vi is a nodoid, it will have the parametrization
xx>£ = (r£eae cos8,T£eae sin0,fc^),
and unit normal
vve = (—r^sinh(a'^) cos0, — T£sinh(a^) sin0, (a^)s).
Remark 2. For simplicity in the notation and statement of results, we
will henceforth assume that E e Hs9)n Kh. This means that all ends of E are
asymptotic to a catenoid whose orientation (induced by the orientation of
E) is the same for all ends. We shall also assume that all V£ are unduloids.
We could equally well choose all V£ to be nodoids and this would require
only minor changes in the subsequent arguments. When E G W!!\., so that
its ends are asymptotic to a catenoid whose orientation (induced by the
orientation of E) depends on the end, we may choose X^ to be a nodoid
when the catenoid has positive orientation and an unduloid when it has
negative orientation, or vice versa.
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The deformations of V^ are parametrized by translations orthogonal to,
rotations of and translations along this axis and also changes in the Delaunay
parameter. We label these by

respectively. All these parameters lie in some small neighbourhood of zero.
(The r's are identified with some small neighbourhood of the identity in the
space of rotations fixing the £3 axis; the exact manner is not important, but
to be definite, we suppose that the diffeomorphism is given by the exponential map in SOz orthogonal to the copy of SO2 which is the stabilizer of
that axis, followed by the projection to SO3/SO2.) The full parameter set
for all ends of e Se is
P = (P1,...,7>fc),
We also set
t = (*},... ^JeR2*,
d=(d\... ,dk)eRk,

f=(r11,...,r2fc)GR2fc,
and

5=(5\... ,<S*)eRfc,

and the rigid motion determined by {^t^r^r^d^) will be denoted
^(tV*,d*)- ^e norm on these parameter sets which arises naturally below
is given by

(9.4)

\\V\\ = IK*, r, I ~8)\\ := e^\\t\\ + £3/4||f|| + (log J)

\\d\\ + ||j||.

The Delaunay surface associated to the set of (small) deformation parameters Vi will be denoted Dpi, and its induced parametrization and unit
normal will be called x^ and i/p£, respectively. This surface has Delaunay
parameter e^ + S£.
We come now to the main point, which is to write a neighbourhood of
s (Ee n dYi£) as a normal graph over each Vpe, and to obtain estimates on
the graph function.
Proposition 29. Fix K, € (1, §). Then, for all parameter sets V with \\V\\ <
£K, there is a diffeomorphism *(s, 0) = (s7,6') from (-2 + S£e/8, S£e/8) x S1
onto its image, satisfying
\\*(s,())-(S,e)\\ = 0(e"-l),
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and we have
xefaO) = KVl(s,,e,) + wo(s,16')vve(s\e'),

(9.5)

for all e < £o; where £Q depends only on K. The graph function WQ here is
of the form
w0(s', 6') =

1_
cos e
r-rCi
'
cosh
s'

+

'a sin O " (ricos ^ + r2 sin &) ei

cos

h s1

+ ^ + 5V-l) + 0(e3/2 + e216-1).
In other words, we are writing a neighbourhood of e (Ei fl 9Ee) as a
normal graph over each of the family of nearby model Delaunay surfaces,
up to the reparametrization given by the diffeomorphism *.
Proof. This follows from a computation similar to the one we have already
done in the proof of Proposition 18. Recall that in the range s e [--4 +
5e/8,4 + 5e/8], we have the expansions
k = ss + 0(s3/2),

re* = e cosh 5 + 0(£5/4),

and
T

cosh a = -l— + 0(£3/4),
cosn o

asa = 1 + Ofc1'2),

which follow from (3.25). Here and below 0(e7) will denote functions of
(s, 9) all derivatives of which are bounded by constant multiples of e7.
It will be most convenient to apply the transformation TZT^ rl ^, to
both sides of (9.5). On the one hand, from (9.1), the parametrization for
"^^(x^s^)) is given by
(a, 6) —►

(e/ cosh s cos 9 - ^ + O^+V4 log e),
et cosh s sin ^ - 4 + 0(eK+1/4 log e),
(r| cos 6* + r^ sine)e^ cosh s + ets - $ + 0(e3/2 + e2K-3/4))

for s in this range.
On the other hand,

ft-JrV£)(x^(s',fl') + WQ(S',9')vvt{s',9')) is
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parametrized by
(s',0') —
U(e£ + S£) cosh sf - -i-^^o^, 0')) cos ^ + 0(s5/4) + O^3/4)^', 0),
((et + Se) cosh/ - —l^tSo^, 0'))sin0' + 0(s5/4) + O(s3/4)^o(5^ #),
(et + 6£)s' + wo(J,6') + 0(£3/2) + O(ell2)w0{sf,#)] ,
again for s7 in this range.
Equating the third coordinates, we already find that ^{s'^O') = e(s —
s') + 0(sK logs). Assuming that \s' — s\ is at least bounded, this gives
WQ^S^O') = 0(e). Similar estimates hold for its derivatives. Now, writing
out the equality of the three coordinates in turn gives
et cosh s cos 9 = t[ + ((et + 5£) cosh s'

7

—WQ(S ,

9')) cos 6' + 0(£5/4)

r-T^ofs', &) ) sin ^ + 0(s5/4),
cosh 5'
/

Si cosh 5 sin (9 = 4 + ((^ + &) cosh s'
\
and
(rf cos 0 + r^ sin 0)^ cosh 5 + e^s — d^

= {et + ^)^ + ^(s', 0') + 0(£3/2 + £2«-3/4).
Using the preliminary estimate on WQ together with the first identities, we
conclude that
Is-s'l^cs*-1,

\6' -0\<ceK-1,

and then, reinserting this information back into the third equality, that
\m\ < C£*|l0g£|,
along with its derivatives. The third identity gives
wo(s',6') = -£i(s-sf)
- (r{ cos 0' + 4 sin 0') et cosh s'+ d£ + 6£s' + 0(s3/2 + s2*"1),
while from the first two identities we get
^(cosh s - cosh s') = t[ cos 6' +1£2 sin 6' + S£ cosh sf + 0(e5/4 + e2"-6^).
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This leads finally to
1
—7(« cos 6' + ti sin6') cosh s'
(r{ cos 0' + 4 sin 0') si cosh s' + de + 5£(s' - 1) + 0(^3/2 + s2^1),

wo(s',6') =

□

which is the desired expansion.

We may now define the deformation S^p when the set of deformation
parameters V satisfies ||P|| < e*. Choose ^o sufficiently small that S£i/8 —
2 > S£ for each £ whenever e < SQ- Then for any such s, define Ee)7> as the
union of the central compact portion of s E^ and the portion of each end
eEt for S£ < s < — 1 + 5^/8 and the graph of
(s',0') —* xVi(s\ ff) + WQ(S\6') vvi{s', 6'),

for-2 + Se,/8<5,<Se€/8.
Remark 3. These definitions are compatible in the region of overlap, and
all we have done is to slightly alter the boundary of Tl£j> so that it conforms
better to the coordinates (s7,6').
9.3. Deformed Jacobi operators.
For any small parameter set V, we define on the surface E^-p a vector field i>
which is the unit normal vector field away from the boundary, and which is
a perturbation of this unit normal near to the boundary. More specifically,
write e Et as the graph
(S, 9)

► Xrpt + WQ V<pl,

for all 5 € [—2 + See/8,S€i/8]. Let r](s) be a smooth cutoff function equal
to 1 for 5 < —3/2 and vanishing for s > — 1. Then, for all s e [—2 +
iSs/S, Se/8], the vector i/(s, 6) is defined to be the unit normal to the surface
parameterized by
(5,0) —> ft(tv«)(x7^ + V(s + Set/8) m VVt),
As desired, z/ is still the unit normal to E^p when s < —3/2 — 5^/8, and
equals vvi(s,0) when 5 € [-1 + S£J8,S£J8).
Any surfacie near to E£jp may be parameterized by
?>e,v 3 P —► V + w(p)i/(p)9
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for some scalar valued function w. We need to consider the equation which
w must satisfy in order for this surface to have constant mean curvature
one, which we shall do in a slightly more general context.
Let S be a regular orientable surface, with unit normal vector field v.
Suppose that v is another unit vector field along S which is nowhere tangential. By the inverse function theorem, for any po G S there are neighbourhoods U and V near (po, 0) in 5 x E and a diffeomorphism ((/>(£>, s), ^(p, s))
from U to V such that
(9.6)

p + s i/(p) = </>(p, a) + ^(p, s) p(^(p, 5)).

Here <^(p, 0) = p and ^(p, 0) = 0. To determine the first order Taylor series
of these functions in 5, differentiate (9.6) with respect to s and set 5 = 0.
This gives
v(p) = as0(p, 0) + ds^(p, 0) p(p),
and so, taking the normal component of this, we get
1 = ds<iP(p, 0) i/(p) • P(p),

or

as^(p, 0) = 1/ Mp) • P(p)).

Hence

*(!''s)=^r^j+0<*2)'
On the other hand, taking the tangential component and using this expansion of tp yields

0=

^(p'0)+^r^)"t(p)'

where ut(p) is the tangential component of v. Thus

^s)=p~Kp)%(P)Pt(p)+0(s2)Next, any surface which is C2 close to 5 can be parameterized either as
a normal graph of some function w over 5, using the vector field z/, or as a
graph of a different function id using the vector field v. These functions are
related by
p + w(p) i/(p) = p + ^(p) z/(p) = ^(p, w(p)) + V>(p, ^(p)) ^(^fe ^(p))Using the expansions above, we see that w(p) = /^(p)/(^(p)-^(p))+C)(||tt;||2).
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The mean curvature operators on these two functions, which we call H^w
and iJ^iD, respectively, are related by
(9.7)

H^(p) = HyM.

Differentiating this with respect to w and setting w = 0, we get
(9.8)

DvHpfiiu) = DwHufi({v • i/) u) + (Vfl^o • i/t) ti,

for any scalar function xz. In the special case where the surface S has constant
mean curvature, this reduces to
(9.9)

Lu := DwHpfliu) = DwHvfi((i) > v) u) := L((P • i/) ti).

We apply the previous computation to the present situation. Denote by
Le^p the linearized mean curvature operator about Ee,p. Away from dE^p,
we have

where L = As + \A^\2 is the operator we have studied in detail. Near <9£e)?>
the structure of Leij> is described by the next result, the proof of which
follows from the expansions given in Proposition 29.
Lemma 1. In eEt, we can write
T

l

T

T

where L£ip is a second order linear differential operator whose coefficients
are supported in [—2 + S£e/8,S£e/8] x 51 and are bounded by

2

2s£K~1'

Also, following from the same ideas as in §7.1 is the simpler
Lemma 2. In eEe, the difference

is a second order linear differential operator, the coefficients of which are
bounded by a constant times s~2e~4s in [s£,Sei/8].
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The proofs of both of these results are left to the reader.
Prom these lemmas, we can immediately generalize Proposition 21 to the
deformed Jacobi operators on the surfaces S^.
Proposition 30. Fix // with /x G (1,2). Then there exists an so > 0, depending only on JJL, and whenever e 6 (0, SQ); there exist linear maps

^/4Pff>7>:n//(C2'«(S1))fc

—> Cja(I!e>7>),

which are bounded uniformly as e —» 0 5wc/i that, for all f 6 C '^(S^) and
</>" = (^ ... , (t>l) e U" (C^CS1))*, fte /iznctton ti; = G£)p(/) + PeA<i>") «
a solution of the problem
(9.10)
n77^

=

^

on

aE£}p.

Following the results of section §4.3, we also prove
Corollary 7. Fix /z G (1,2). TTien there exists a constant c > 0 and an
so > 0, depending only on {i, such that for e 6 (0, £Q), we have

||(P^-Po)(^)llw<c^/4 (e^ + e^l*) M2>a.
.ffere, »/ ^ = (0i,... ,^) G H7' (C2*0^1))*, «ic function P0{(f>") = ^o is
defined to be equal to r)(s — se)w£ on each end e Et and 0 elsewhere, where
r) is some cutoff function equal to 0 for s < 0 and egtzaZ to 1 for s > 1
C2'a((—oo, 5^/8] x 51)) , of the
problem

(9.11)

I

Ato*

= 0

wi = $

in

(-oo,See/8)xS1

on

{S^/SjxS1.

Proof. We start by solving, for each £,
( Awe

= 0

in

(-00, See/8) x S1

\we

= ^

on

{S^/Slx^1
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There is a unique solution of this equation, which is in C%'a((—oo, S£i/8] x
51), and satisfies

ll^llw<"1/2ll^ll^.
Now truncate these solutions at s = s^; this allows one to define ^o globally
on E^-p by setting it equal to 0 elsewhere. Prom Lemmas 1 and 2 if follows
that on each end e E^ the difference

is a second order linear differential operator whose coefficients are sums
of terms which are either bounded by a constant times e~2 e_4s or are supported in [—2 + See/8, S£e/8] and bounded by a constant times s~2 e~2s £K~1.
Using this, we see that
H^tiJollo.a.M < c(e1'2 + e/fi-1+'i/4)||0//||2>a.
□

The result then follows from Proposition 30.
10. CMC surfaces near to the truncated fc-noids.

Just as we already did for Delaunay surfaces, we would like to analyze the
family of surfaces which are close to each E£jp and which have constant
mean curvature 1. To this end, as in (5.3), we expand the mean curvature
operator to see that, for any <j> G C2'a(<9S£j'p), our problem reduces to solve
the following boundary value problem
doi)

if

^
^'pw

1 -'{w)
n"(

=

1 +

in

^^

= <t>"

^
dte,v.

on

Here

(10.2)

Q(W) = -LQ(™
s
s
ee

\ee

Z^2"
ees

ees

in each end E^ collects all the terms of order higher than one in w. The
function Q has partial derivatives which are uniformly bounded. Denote by
wE the solution of
{L£pw£
TV'we

= 0

in

S^-p

= <//'

on

dZ£<p,
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which is given by Proposition 30. By the same Proposition, we can also
solve
{Le^wi
iFwi

=

1

in

Eep

= 0

on

dt£iV.

We find that
\\u>ih^<ceV^.
Setting w = w£ + wi+v, then it remains to solve
{Le^v =

Q(we + wi + v)

n7^ = 0

in

E^

on

d££i<p.

It is sufficient to find a fixed point of the mapping
(10.3)

iC(v) := G£,vQ(w£ + wi + v),

when s is sufficiently small.
Proposition 31. There exist constants co,ci > 0 such that if H^'lka <
co£3/4, then

\\Ge(Q(we + w!))||w < | e^"3)/4 (ml* + e*),
and
\\G£(Q(w£ + W1 + V2) - Q(w£ + W1+ Vl))\\2w < 2 IIv2 ~ vihw,
forallvuV2 inBcl := {v : |M|2,a,^< cis^"3)/4 (||0,,|l2,a + ^3)}- Thus, K is
a contraction mapping on the ball BC1 into itself, and therefore has a unique
fixed point v in this ball
Proof We use that in each end sEe
(10.4)

ll^ll2>af[-,-+l] ^ Ce^-S^ ||<n|2,a,

and also that
(10.5)

IKIk«,[s,s+i] < cs3/2e^-s^8l
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These estimates imply that on the end sEt, for s € [s^, 5^/8], we have

On the other hand, on the compact piece, we simply have

||Q(tfl. + i3i)k« < c(H^'Ht + e3)s^-2)/2.
The constant ci is then taken to be equal to twice the sum of the constant
which appear in the last two estimates. The other estimate follows in the
same way, and the proof is complete.
□
As in section §4.3 we finally obtain
Corollary 8. There exists a constant CQ > 0 and an SQ > 0 such that, for
all e e (0,£o) and for any (f)" 6 11" ((^"(S1))* with ||(£"||2,a < CQS3/4, the
problem (10.1) has a unique solution w. The mapping

n" {c2'a{sl))k B f —► w e cl'a(££,v),
is continuous and the solution w satisfies the estimates
(10.6)

|M|W < ce^ie*/2 + ||^||2,a + e-^WWU

and
(10.7)

\\(w-U"w)(See/8,.)\\2,a + \\ds(w-U"w)(See/8,.)\\ha
< c{e^ + (e-i + e^-^)U"\\2,a + e-3/4||^|||)Q).

Finally, if WQ = Po((f>ff) G Cjx,a(Eejp) as in Corollary 7, then
(10.8)

Ik - wo\\ w < ce^(e3/2 + (e-i + eP-M^m** + e-3/4||0"|||a).
The proof is identical to that of Corollary 5, and so we omit it.
11. Matching the Cauchy data.
Denote by U := R2lc x R2k x Rk x Rk the set of parameters which is endowed
with the norm defined in (9.4). We have now established that, given any
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set of parameters V = (t,r,d,5) G U satisfying \\V\\ < e5/4, and for any
4/' € 11" (C2'0'(S1))k such that H^'H^a < £5/4, we can solve the equations
f Lse+5ewe =
\

U"we

Q{we)

= <f>'l

in

[Ss/8, +00) x S1

on

{Se/syxS1

and
11.2

{
[

H"^

= 4>"

on

:
5Se)p,

when £ is sufficiently small. Thus we may define the mappings

Se :T]!'{C^a(Sl))kB<f>"^[{wl,... ,«;fe)|a=5.£/8,(^ti;i,... ,as^)|s=5^/8
e(C2'a(fl'1))*x(C1'a(51))fc,
and
Te :Uxn"(C2>a(Sl))k3(t)" —♦
((l&O + W/cJIeEi, • • • , (^0 + ^X:)|eEfc)|s=5e//8J
(95(u;o + ^/c)|eJBi, • . . , 95(M)o + WK;)\eEk)\s=S£e/8

where i&o is defined in Proposition 29. These would be the Cauchy data
mappings for the two nonlinear problems (11.1) and (11.2).
Finally, we extend S£ trivialy to U x 11" (C2'a(51))A; and we set
C£ \'= Se — i£
By construction C£ has range in a subset of (C2'a(S'1))
namely

x (C1'0^1)) ,

rangeCe C (Span{l,e* e"*})* x {Cl^(Sl))k .
It follows from Corollary 5 and Corollary 8 that, for all e > 0 small
enough, these mappings are well defined from the ball of radius £5/4 in
U x (C2'0^1))*.
Proposition 32. For some SQ > 0 and every £ G (0, £Q), there exists a
(V, 0") E U x (C1'Q!(51))fc ^/izc/i solves C£(V, (/>") = 0.
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This produces the desired CMC surface with k Delaunay ends.
Proof. We define mappings

(wi,... , wk)ls=se£/8, (dswh ... , dswk)\s=s£e/8

where this time W£ = Poifil) as in Corollary 4 and
To:Wxn,,(C2'a(51))fc3(/>,/^
((WO + Wo)\eEi, • • • , (d>0 + m)\eEk)\s=See/8 ,
(as(^o + «;o)|e£?i, • • • ,ds(wo + ™o)\eEk)\s=S£e/8

where WQ = Poffl) as in Corollary 7 and where we have set
woleEe =

r— (*i cos 0 + 1% sin 0)
- (rf cos 0 + 7*2 sin <9) ^ cosh s + di + 5£(s' - 1).

It is an easy exercise to check that Co is an isomorphism from U x
II" (C2^(Sl))k into (Span{l,e^,e-^})fc x (C1'0^1))* (with the norm induced by the norm of (C2'Q!(iS'1)) x (C1'Q:(S'1)) ), whose inverse is bounded
independently of e. In particular, the equation CQ(V, </>") = 0 has the unique
solution (0,0).
By Corollaries 5, 8 and Proposition 29, we may estimate
\\{C£ - Co)(P,0")||(ca.-(5i))*x(ci.«»(5i))'. < ce(7-M\
In order to solve C£(V^n) = 0, it is enough to find a fixed point for the
nonlinear mapping
Fe{V, 4>") := Co"1 ((C£ - Co)(P, t")) •
In order to prove that such a fixed point exists we would like to use LeraySchauder degree theory in the ball of radius £5/4 in U x II" (C2'a(51))fc.
Continuity of F£ follows readily from the construction of Se and T£. However,
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F£ fails to be compact. To overcome this last difficulty, we define a family
of smoothing mappings
Vq : 2 an e™* — £(1 + n2)*/2 an ein0.
neZ

neZ

When q < 0, the mapping Vq is bounded on C2'Q!(51), with norm uniformly
bounded as q -+ 0. We extend this mapping to U x 11" (C2'a(51))/: in the
obvious way and for all q < 0, we look for a solution of
(Vq, <) = P, Co"1 ((C. - Cb)^, <)).
This operator is compact and for e suficiently small, maps the ball of radius
e:5/4 to itself, because all the terms in F£ decay faster (in s) than £5/4. Hence
it has a fixed point when e is small enough. Finally, the fixed points are
bounded uniformly in g, so for any fixed af < a we may extract a sequence
qj -> 0 such that (Aqj, ^.) converges in U x n//(C2'Q!,(5'i))A:. Ce vanishes at
the limit of this sequence. This completes the proof.
□

12. The nondegeneracy of the solutions.
We now show that for e sufficiently small, the solutions we have constructed
above are nondegenerate in the sense defined in [9]. This condition ensures
the smoothness of the moduli spaces Mg^ near Ee. We begin by recalling
this notion of nondegeneracy.
Definition 3. The constant mean curvature surface Ee G Mg^k is nondegenerate if the linearization of the mean curvature operator about E£ is
injective on the function space Cs,a(Yi£) for all S < 0.
Here for r 6 N, a € [0,1) and S e R, C^a(Ee) is defined to be the space
of functions </> e Cr,a(Ee) which can be written on each end of E£ as e6s
times a function ^ with i € Cr'a(M+ x 5^).
First notice that it is sufficient to prove that, for s small enough, the
Jacobi operator L is injective on Cs'a(Y,£) for some fixed S G (—2, —1). This
is because any decaying solution of Lu = 0 must decay exponentially near
the ith end of E^ at least like e-72^5, and by Proposition 20, when e is
sufficiently small, 2 — 72(^) is as small as desired, so that u G C5'a(Ee).
The proof is by contradiction. Fix S G (—2,-1) and assume that for
some sequence of £& tending to 0, the Jacobi operator

Ck = ASefc + |ASeJ2,
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on E£fc is not injective on Cfa(T,£k). Then there exists some Wk 6 Cs'a(E£k)
such that CkWk = 0 and Wk i1 0.
First normalize w^ multiplying it by a suitable constant, so that
||wfc||o,o,£ = 1- Choose a point y^ E E^^. where the above norm is achieved.
Suppose first that some subsequence of the j/fc/^fc converges to a point
j/o £ EQ. Then we can extract a subsequence of the w^ which converge
on every compact of SQ to a limiting function w globally defined on EQ; W
must be nontrivial since we also have ||^||o,o,<5 = 1- Furthermore, LEO^ ~ 0Since we have asssumed that EQ is nondegenerate, we have obtained a contradiction.
If, on the other hand, some subsequence of the y^ satisfies
lim |i/fc/£fc| = +oo
K—►+00

then, this implies that, at least for a subsequence, the points y^ are always
in the same end, say the zth. Therefore, we may write,
Vk = xefcji(sfc + sCfcji,0fc),
with 5^ tending to +oo. By translating back by s^ + 5€:fc)i and multiplying
by a suitable constant, we find yet another sequence of solutions, which
we again call w^, attaining their maximum at s = 0, and which solve the
translated equation, which we again write as C^w^ = 0. Here C^ is the
linearized mean curvature operator relative to the parameterization given
above near the ends. It is straightforward to see that the w^ converge to a
nontrivial solution w of one of the following two limiting equations
(12.1)

a> + 90> = o,

or
(12.2)

&ssw + dlQw +

2
57
-rw = 0,
cosh (s + s)

for some

5 € E,

on E x 51. In addition, w is bounded by eSs. By decomposing into eigenfrequencies we then see that necessarily w = 0 which is the desired contradiction.
This covers all cases, so we have showed that the linearization is injective
on the appropriate weighted Holder spaces.
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